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Summary
An increase in school enrolments from 40 to 60 percent is
applauded as a success, not recorded as a violation of the right
to education of the 40 percent of children who remain excluded
from school.
-Katarina Tomasevski, former United Nations special
rapporteur on the right to education, 2006
Across the world, more than 120 million children and adolescents are absent
from class.
In recent years, many countries have been part of international and regional
political drives to ensure that all children have access and complete
education in the countries that lag behind the most. Such efforts have had
some success, with tens of millions entering primary education, and more
girls staying in school and pursuing secondary education, improving gender
parity in more countries.
Yet despite these and other advances, warnings sounded by the UN and
global policy experts indicate that the global progress in education has “left
behind” millions of children and young people. More children and
adolescents are at risk of dropping out of school, and many are at school
facing unsuitable learning conditions.
Behind this failure stands governments, which bear responsibility for
ensuring that no child or young person is without education, and lack of
focus—both in implementation and in content—in development agendas on
governments’ human rights obligations.
This has resulted in an “education deficit”—a shortfall between the
educational reality that children experience around the world and what
governments have promised and committed to through human rights treaties.
1
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This not only undermines the fundamental human right to education, but has
real and dire consequences for global development, and entire generations of
children.
The benefits of education to both children and broader society could not be
clearer. Education can break generational cycles of poverty by enabling
children to gain the life skills and knowledge needed to cope with today’s
challenges. Education is strongly linked to concrete improvements in health
and nutrition, improving children’s very chances for survival. Education
empowers children to be full and active participants in society, able to
exercise their rights and engage in civil and political life. Education is also a
powerful protection factor: children who are in school are less likely to come
into conflict with the law and much less vulnerable to rampant forms of
child exploitation, including child labor, trafficking, and recruitment into
armed groups and forces.
196 member states have adopted legal obligations towards all children in
their territories, and countries that ratify specific international and regional
conventions are legally bound to protect the right to education and to follow
detailed parameters as to how to do so.
Based on research in over 40 countries, this report looks at the key barriers
that threaten the right to education today, and the key ways that governments
are failing to deliver on core aspects of their right to education obligations.
These include ensuring that primary school education is free and compulsory
and that secondary education is progressively free and accessible to all
children; reducing costs related to education, such as transport; ensuring that
schools are free of discrimination, including based on gender, race, and
disability; and ensuring schools are free of violence and sexual abuse. It also
looks at the main violations and abuses keeping children out of school,
including those that occur in global crises, armed conflict—particularly
when education is attacked by armed groups,—and forced displacement.
This report finds that many of the same governments that have signed on to
development agendas and form part of global partnerships—including
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among the 16 champion countries that UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon
appointed in September 2012 to “lead by example” to promote education
globally—are those that are also failing many of their school-aged children.
In the new era of sustainable development, where all countries are expected
to implement a universal development agenda, all governments need to be
held to account for ongoing human rights abuses affecting a significant part
of their young population, as well as a failure to provide adequate or timely
protections to which children are entitled under the Convention on the
Rights of the Child.

The Education Deficit in Numbers













Around 124 million children between 6-15 years old have either never
started school or have dropped out, compared to 122 million in 2011.
Children between 12-15 years old who should be in lower secondary
education are almost twice as likely to be out of school as primary
school-aged children.
Some 31 million girls worldwide do not attend primary school.
Some 34 million girls are absent from secondary school.
An estimated 24 million girls may never enter school.
Some 29 million children are not in school due to conflict and
displacement, including a “lost generation” of Syrian children, 2.1
million of whom do not go to school in Syria, and nearly 1 million who
live in neighboring countries as refugees.
Millions of children embroiled in forgotten emergencies—such as in
the Central African Republic, Nigeria, and South Sudan—have had
their education decimated or jeopardized. Many are drawn into fighting
as soldiers or forced to support armed groups.
Some populations are particularly disadvantaged, including 93 million
children under 14 whom the World Health Organization in 2011
estimated have moderate or severe disabilities—an unknown number of
whom are excluded from mainstream education.

3
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Weak government monitoring mechanisms, lack of zero-discrimination
policies, lack of accountability for children who drop out of education, and
unchecked power wielded by school officials as to who goes to school and
who stays out are among the factors contributing to governments’ failures to
ensure the right to quality education for children who have traditionally
endured discrimination.
Moreover, a global push for universal primary education through
development agendas has, in some cases, unintentionally led to less political
and financial attention being paid to the right to secondary education,
resulting in millions of adolescents being unable to continue their studies. As
this report shows, these are children and adolescents who are at high risk of
exploitation for child labor, early marriage or teenage pregnancy, as well as
girls and young people with disabilities whose chance of receiving
secondary education is already limited by systemic and discriminatory
barriers.

Ending the Education Deficit
First and foremost, ending the education deficit means ensuring every child
has a quality primary and secondary education—without the financial and
systemic obstacles many face today—and that relevant governments tackle
the numerous violations, abuses, or situations that keep children out of
school. This in turn depends on political will to institute strong governance
systems, including via the judiciary, to uphold and fulfill the right to
education.
It also depends on international actors who set policy globally and engage in
education through technical and international cooperation.
Donors, multilateral financial bodies—including the World Bank and the
Global Partnership for Education—and international agencies that help
governments to implement ambitious education plans should recall their
responsibilities to uphold human rights standards and not compromise on
key abuses that leave children out of school. This is particularly the case
with international actors working with governments unwilling to provide
THE EDUCATION DEFICIT
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greater protections to minorities, refugees, or persons who have been made
stateless; or in cases where governments do not allocate sufficient resources
to underserved areas or particular groups of children, particularly children
with disabilities.
The UN should continue to hold all governments to account for violations of
the right to education. Globally, any champion country or government
representative appointed to lead on global education issues must first abide
by international human rights standards for all children in its territories and
abroad, in cases where they also play a key role as donors, and be open to
scrutiny by its own national civil society, as well as UN bodies reviewing its
performance.

5
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Key Recommendations
All governments should:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

Produce and publish reliable and disaggregated primary and secondary
enrollment, attendance, and completion statistics by age, gender,
disability at a minimum, as well as ethnicity, religion, language, and
other categories, where minorities have been traditionally
discriminated against.
Ensure national legislation includes protection for the right to
education, including secondary education, consistent with
international law.
Take steps, including through policy and monitoring, to ensure
nondiscrimination, and guarantee the reasonable accommodation of
children with disabilities.
Ensure primary education is free and ensure indirect costs do not
become a barrier to access. Promptly investigate cases of children
being denied access to school or being expelled from school due to an
inability to pay fees or for school supplies, including uniforms.
Ensure national legislation protects the compulsory nature of primary
education. Adopt mechanisms to monitor the enforcement of
compulsory education at a local level, including actions by school
officials, parents, or community leaders which could jeopardize
children’s access to education.
Make time-bound plans, including with international assistance, to
ensure secondary education is free.
Outlaw all forms of corporal punishment in schools and introduce
stronger guidelines to stop bullying in schools.
Strengthen child protection mechanisms in schools and local
communities to ensure any allegations of sexual abuse, corporal
punishment, or discrimination against students are promptly
investigated, redressed, or prosecuted.
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9. Make comprehensive sex education part of the school curriculum,
ensure that teachers are trained in its content, and allocate time to
teach it.
10.Increase the legal age of marriage to 18 for both men and women and
monitor local compliance with this age requirement by judges, local
government officials, or traditional leaders who are involved in
performing or registering marriages, and enforcement by police of
laws criminalizing child marriage.
11.Ensure the provision of education in crises and displacement, and
adopt special measures to ensure children can continue to go to school
in highly insecure areas, including by reducing the distance to school,
offering distance learning programs, and setting up protective spaces
for girls and teachers.
12.Endorse the Safe Schools Declaration and implement the Guidelines
for Protecting Schools and Universities from Military Use during
Armed Conflict.
13.Ratify key treaties, including the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Convention Against
Discrimination in Education, the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities, and the International Labour Organization 1973
Minimum Age Convention (No. 138) and 1999 Worst Forms of Child
Labor Convention (No. 182).

7
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I. International Human Rights Standards
Right to Education
Education is a basic right enshrined in the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (CRC)—the most widely ratified human rights treaty in
history, ratified by all states except the United States—as well as in many
other UN and regional treaties.1 International human rights law makes clear
that all children have a right to free, compulsory, primary education, free
from discrimination.2 State Parties should also ensure different forms of
secondary education are available and accessible to every child, and take
appropriate measures, such as the progressive introduction of free education3
and offering financial assistance in case of need.4
State parties to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (ICESCR) must submit an action plan on how they will guarantee
free and compulsory primary education to all children within two years of
ratifying this treaty.5

1

See Annex I: United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF),
“Convention on the Rights of the Child: Frequently asked questions,” undated,
http://www.unicef.org/crc/index_30229.html (accessed March 1, 2016).
2
United Nations Economic and Social Council, “Preliminary report of the Special
Rapporteur on the right to education, Ms. Katarina Tomasevski, submitted in accordance
with Commission on Human Rights resolution 1998/33,” E/CN.4/1999/49, 13 January
1999, https://documents-ddsny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G99/101/34/PDF/G9910134.pdf?OpenElement (accessed
May 11, 2016).
3
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), adopted
December 16, 1966, G.A. Res. 2200A (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 16) at 49, U.N.
Doc. A/6316 (1966), 993 U.N.T.S. 3, entered into force January 3, 1976, art. 13(2) (b).
4
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), adopted November 20, 1989, G.A. Res.
44/25, annex, 44 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 167, U.N. Doc. A/44/49 (1989), entered
into force September 2, 1990, art. 28(1)(b); African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of
the Child, OAU Doc.CAB/LEG/24.9/49 (1990), entered into force November 29, 1999,
art. 11(3) (b).
5
ICESCR, art. 14.
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Right to Access Inclusive, Quality Education
The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) promotes
“the goal of full inclusion”6 while at the same time considering “the best
interests of the child.”7 Children with disabilities should be guaranteed
equality in the entire process of their education.8
The Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), the
United Nations human rights agency, states that:
The right of persons with disabilities to receive education in
mainstream schools is included in article 24 (2) (a), which
states that no student can be rejected from general education on
the basis of disability. As an anti-discrimination measure, the
“no-rejection clause” has immediate effect and is reinforced by
reasonable accommodation… forbidding the denial of
admission into mainstream schools and guaranteeing continuity
in education. Impairment based assessment to assign schools
should be discontinued …. The legal framework for education
should require every measure possible to avoid exclusion.9
International law provides that persons with disabilities should access
inclusive education on “an equal basis with others in the communities where
they live,” and governments must provide reasonable accommodation of the
individual’s requirements, as well as “effective individualized support
measures in environments that maximize academic and social
development.”10 The government must ensure that children are not excluded
from the education system on the basis of their disability.11
6

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), art. 24(2) (e).
CRPD, art. 7(2).
8
UN Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, General Comment No. 2,
“Article 9: Accessibility,” CRPD/C/GC/2 (2014)https://documents-ddsny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G14/033/13/PDF/G1403313.pdf?OpenElement (accessed
May 20, 2016), para. 39.
9
Ibid. p. 9.
10
CRPD, adopted December 13, 2006, G.A. Res. A/RES/61/106, entered into force May
03, 2008, art. 24(2) (a)-(e).
11
CRPD, art. 24(1).
7
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Duty to Ensure Reasonable Accommodation
The CRPD places an onus on governments to ensure that “reasonable
accommodation of the individual’s requirements is provided” and that
“persons with disabilities receive the support required, within the general
education system, to facilitate their effective education.”12
The CRPD defines “reasonable accommodation” as any “means necessary
and appropriate modification and adjustments not imposing a
disproportionate or undue burden, where needed in a particular case, to
ensure to persons with disabilities the enjoyment or exercise on an equal
basis with other of all human rights and fundamental freedoms.”13
According to the UN Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities,
a government’s duty to provide reasonable accommodation is “enforceable
from the moment an individual with an impairment needs it in a given
situation … in order to enjoy her or his rights on an equal basis in a
particular context.”14 In assessing “available resources” to guarantee
“reasonable accommodation,” governments should recognize that inclusive
education is a necessary investment in education systems and does not have
to be costly or involve extensive changes to infrastructure.15

Quality of Education
According to the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, “Every child
has the right to receive an education of good quality which in turn requires a
focus on the quality of the learning environment, of teaching and learning
processes and materials, and of learning outputs.”16
12

CRPD, arts. 24(c) and (d) respectively.
CRPD, art 2.
14
UN Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, “General Comment No. 2,”
para. 26.
15
United Nations Human Rights Council, Report of the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Human Rights, Thematic Study on the right of persons with
disabilities to education, A/HRC/25/29, December 18, 2013.
16
UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No 1, “Article 29(1): The
Aims of Education,” CRC/GC/2001/1,April 17, 2001,
13
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Under the Convention Against Discrimination in Education, states must
“ensure that the standards of education are equivalent in all public
educational institutions of the same level, and that the conditions relating to
the quality of the education provided are also equivalent.”17
The CRPD includes the right to access quality learning, which focuses and
builds children’s abilities, and for children with disabilities to be provided
with the level of support and effective individualized measures required to
“facilitate their effective education.”18

Progressive Realization of the Right to Education
Education, an economic, social, and cultural right, entails state obligations of
both an immediate and progressive kind. This set of rights is subject to
progressive realization, in recognition of the fact that states require sufficient
resources and time to respect, protect, and fulfill these rights. However,
according to the Committee for Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, steps
towards the Covenant’s goals must be taken “within a reasonably short time
after the Covenant’s entry into force” and “such steps should be deliberate,
concrete and targeted as clearly as possible towards meeting the
obligations.” The Committee has also stressed that the Covenant imposes an
obligation to “move as expeditiously and effectively as possible towards that
goal.” 19
The OHCHR provides further clarification: “The treaties impose an
immediate obligation to take appropriate steps towards the full realization of
economic, social and cultural rights. A lack of resources, or periods of
economic crisis, cannot justify inaction, retrogression in implementation or
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Education/Training/Compilation/Pages/a)GeneralComm
entNo1TheAimsofEducation(article29)(2001).aspx (accessed May 11, 2016), p. 5.
17
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
Convention against Discrimination in Education, adopted December 14, 1960, entered
into force May 22, 1962, art. 4(b).
18
CRPD, art. 24(2) (d), (e ).
19
UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment 3, The
nature of States parties' obligations (Fifth session, 1990), U.N. Doc. E/1991/23, para. 2
and 9.
11
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indefinite postponement of measures to implement these rights. States must
demonstrate that they are making every effort to improve the enjoyment of
economic, social and cultural rights, even when resources are scarce.”20

International Cooperation and Assistance
The CRC and ICESCR refer to the need for international assistance and
cooperation to support the progressive realization of human rights.21
According to the OHCHR, “all Member States of the United Nations and
United Nations agencies should respect and observe human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all without discrimination in their international
cooperation ... They should also respect the human rights obligations that the
recipient country has accepted under international as well as national law.
They should ensure that their cooperation will not undermine the recipient
country’s efforts to realize human rights, including economic, social and
cultural rights, and ideally facilitate and support such efforts.22

Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, “Frequently Asked Questions on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Factsheet No. 33,” December 2008,
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/FactSheet33en.pdf (accessed May 20,
2016).
21
ICESCR, art. 2 (1); CRC, art. 4.
22
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, “Frequently Asked Questions on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Factsheet No. 33.”
20
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II. Global Education Efforts
In September 2015, all United Nations member states agreed to work
together to “ensure inclusive and quality education for all and promote
lifelong learning” by 2030 as part of the new Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).23 This was the latest international initiative aimed at tackling
inequality in, and lack of access to, education.
In 2000, education ministers from most of United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)’s member states had
gathered in Dakar, Senegal, to adopt the Education for All Framework
(EFA) with six comprehensive goals overseen by UNESCO, including goals
to reach gender parity in education, and increase youth literacy rates.24
Global leaders gave themselves 15 years to accomplish these fundamental
goals.25
That same year, all UN member states signed onto the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs), which aimed, among other things, to ensure all
children complete primary education and that an equal number of girls and
boys remain in school.26
Five years after that, in 2005, the international community acknowledged the
enormous barriers children—including the 100 million out of school—faced
receiving an education, including lack of quality education, school fees and

United Nations General Assembly, “Transforming our World: the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development,” (2015) A/RES/70/1,
http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E (accessed
December 9, 2015), para. 24.
24
See Annex I: “What Have Governments Signed Up To?”
25
United Nations, “Millennium Development Goals and Beyond 2015,” undated,
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/ (accessed December 9, 2015).
26
United Nations, “Goal 2: Achieve Universal Primary Education,” undated,
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/education.shtml (accessed May 20, 2016); United
Nations, “Goal 3: Promote Gender Equality and Empower Women,” undated, and
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/gender.shtml (accessed December 9, 2015).
23
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related expenses, discrimination, and widespread violence in schools.27
Certain at-risk populations, such as children with disabilities, were not even
mentioned in the MDGs, resulting in a lack of targeted efforts and limited or
no data on their enrollment or access to education.
In 2010, the initial emphasis on progress in education faltered, as domestic
investment and multilateral and bilateral donor funding dedicated to
education decreased dramatically as donors reduced their global aid budgets
or diverted existing funds to other sectors, dealing a setback to ensuring
children receive primary and secondary education.28
In an effort to revitalize global support for education, in 2012 UN SecretaryGeneral Ban Ki-moon launched the UN’s Global Education First Initiative
and appointed 16 champion countries to help him give a “big push” to the
global movement for education by 2015 and beyond.” 29 He called on world
leaders and all involved in education to join the initiative and “fulfil the
promise to make quality education available to all children, young people
and adults.”30
In 2015, in view of the continued dwindling of global aid to education, 21
global leaders, co-convened by the Norwegian Prime Minister and the
Presidents of Chile, Indonesia, and Malawi, were appointed to an
International Commission on Financing Global Education Opportunity, “to

27

Human Rights Watch, Failing Our Children: Barriers to the Right to Education,
September 2005, https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/education0905.pdf.
28
Total aid to all levels of education declined by 7% between 2010 and 2011. Aid to
basic education fell for the first time since 2002by 6%. Aid to secondary education
declined by 11% from an already low level. Education for All Global Monitoring Report,
“Policy Paper 13: Aid reductions threaten education goals,” June 2014,
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0022/002280/228057E.pdf (accessed December 13,
2015).
29
United Nations Global Education First Initiative, “Group of Member State
Champions,” undated http://www.unesco.org/new/en/gefi/about/group-of-championcountries/ (accessed May 20, 2016).
30
United Nations Global Education First Initiative, “Statement from the SecretaryGeneral,” undated, http://www.globaleducationfirst.org/289.htm (accessed December 12,
2015).
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reverse the lack of financing for education around the world.”31 In 2016,
UNESCO’s Global Education Monitoring Report warned that if countries
were serious about implementing the SDG on education, aid had to increase
at least six times to cover the annual financing gap of US$39 billion.32

The Office of the UN Special Envoy for Global Education, “Appointments Made to
New International Commission,” September 22, 2015,
www.educationenvoy.org/commission (accessed May 11, 2016).
32
World Education Blog, “Aid to education has gone down,” April 25, 2016,
https://gemreportunesco.wordpress.com/2016/04/25/aid-to-education-has-again-gonedown/ (accessed May 11, 2016).
31
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III. Violations and Barriers Affecting the Right to
Education
This serves as a grim reminder that the world has yet to fulfil its
original promise to provide every child with a primary education
by 2015.
— UNESCO, Global Education Monitoring Report, 2015
Millions of children have no access to education, or in some cases, interrupt
their education, because of ongoing human rights abuses, and governments’
failures to provide adequate protections they are entitled to under the
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) or to counter abuses
perpetrated by state and non-state actors.
All children have a right to go to school, to have equal access to education at
all levels, and to be guaranteed a quality education. While many
governments have focused on legislating the right to primary education, the
right to secondary education—both lower and higher—remains unprotected
and unfulfilled in many countries.33
Guaranteeing equal access to schools to all children satisfies one basic
component of the right to education. However, without a quality education,
children may leave schools unmotivated, illiterate, and unprepared for life
after education. The United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child
underscores that “the key goal of education is the development of the
individual child’s personality, talents and abilities, in recognition of the fact
that every child has unique characteristics, interests, abilities, and learning
needs.” Governments need to ensure that “no child leaves school without

WORLD Policy Analysis Center, “Education” and “Is education tuition-free?,”
undated, http://worldpolicycenter.org/topics/education/policies (accessed March 1, 2016).
33
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being equipped to face the challenges that he or she can expect to be
confronted with in life.”34
To make this happen, governments should put in place mechanisms to
ensure education is widely available to all children on an equal and inclusive
basis. As Kofi Annan, then-UN Secretary-General said in 2000: “More than
buildings are required, however. Schools must
be accessible, have qualified teachers and offer such amenities as textbooks
and supplies for the poor.”35
The following sections outline numerous human rights violations and key
barriers to children being able to claim their right to education.

The Cost of Going to School
Most [students at] mainstream schools don’t have to pay. But
for us, we have to pay school fees. Lots of parents who have
children with disabilities can’t work—we have to take care of
them 24 hours. Schools write to ask why we haven’t paid but
they don’t understand our situation. The schools are away from
our locations. All the [care dependency] grant is going towards
the fees, so there’s no money for transport… and our children
have equal rights?
—Father of an eight-year-old boy with autism, Johannesburg, October
2014

UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No 1, “Article 29(1): The
Aims of Education,” (2001) CRC/GC/2001/1, April 17, 2001,
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Education/Training/Compilation/Pages/a)GeneralComm
entNo1TheAimsofEducation(article29)(2001).aspx (accessed August 5, 2015) para. 9.
35
United Nations, Kofi Annan, Secretary-General of the United Nations, “We the
Peoples, The Role of the United Nations in the 21st Century,” 2000,
http://www.un.org/en/events/pastevents/pdfs/We_The_Peoples.pdf (accessed February
16, 2016).
34
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The Universal Declaration on Human Rights of 1948 includes the right to
free education “in the elementary and fundamental stages,” and reinforces
the compulsory nature of elementary education.36
Since then, most governments have accepted, through their ratification of
various human rights treaties, a legal obligation to ensure primary education
is free and compulsory, and to gradually make secondary education free and
available to all.37 According to the World Policy Analysis Center, a global
social protection research and data initiative, only six countries in the world
charge formal tuition fees at primary level, 22 charge fees in lower
secondary, and 35 in upper secondary.38

Fees in Primary Schools
While many governments have adopted policy measures to expand free
primary education to all children,39 some have not translated their
international obligations into national legislation, which binds governments
to provide free primary education to all children in their territories.40 The
lack of political will to move towards fully “free” education, and to oversee
an adequate implementation at the local level, has a very significant impact

36

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), adopted December 10, 1948, G.A.
Res 217A (III), U.N. Doc. A/810 at 71 (1948), art. 26, http://www.un.org/en/universaldeclaration-human-rights/ (accessed April 26, 2016).
37
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), art. 28 (1) (a); International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), art. 13 (2) (a); Right to
Education Project, “International Instruments – Free and Compulsory Education,”
January 2014, http://www.right-to-education.org/sites/right-toeducation.org/files/resourceattachments/RTE_International_Instruments_Free_and_Compulsory_2014_en.pdf
(accessed December 13, 2015).
38
WORLD Policy Analysis Center, “Is primary education tuition free?,” undated,
http://worldpolicycenter.org/policies/is-education-tuition-free (accessed March 1, 2016).
39
UNESCO, “Global Database on the Right to Education: Education Policies: Education
levels,” undated,
http://www.unesco.org/education/edurights/index.php?subtheme%5B%5D=3&search=Se
arch&change=&action=themes&db=COUNTRY&show=&criteria=Tjs%253D&lng=en
(accessed March 1, 2016).
40
WORLD Policy Analysis Center, “Is primary education tuition free?,” undated,
http://worldpolicycenter.org/policies/is-education-tuition-free (accessed March 1, 2016).
State Parties to the ICESCR should produce time-bound plans to remove primary school
fees within two years of ratifying this treaty.
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on children from the poorest families or children who belong to traditionally
excluded groups.41
Case study: South Africa
South Africa’s constitutional protections of the right to basic education have
long been used as a progressive model for other constitutions.42 Although the
government has taken numerous steps to remove financial barriers for the
poorest students, primary and secondary education are not automatically free
in constitutional obligations or education legislation.43 While the majority of
the school population can access “no fee schools” or fee waivers, Human
Rights Watch research found that many thousands of children with disabilities
who go to public schools are expected to pay significantly high school fees
and pay for other conditional expenses which children without disabilities do
not pay in public schools. This is a discriminatory practice.44

Fees in Secondary Schools
I passed [the exam] to go to secondary school. My mother did
not have money to send me to secondary school. She then
forced me to get married saying it was improper for me to stay
at home.
Katarina Tomasevski, “The State of the Right to Education Worldwide, Free or Fee:
2006 Global Report,” August 2006,
http://www.katarinatomasevski.com/images/Global_Report.pdf (accessed March 01,
2016); Human Rights Watch, Mali—A Poisonous Mix - Child Labor, Mercury, and
Artisanal Gold Mining in Mali, December 2011,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2011/12/06/poisonous-mix/child-labor-mercury-andartisanal-gold-mining-mali, p. 65; Senegal—“Off the Backs of the Children” Forced
Begging and Other Abuses against Talibés in Senegal, April 2010,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2010/04/15/backs-children/forced-begging-and-other-abusesagainst-talibes-senegal, p. 83.
42
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act No.108 of 1996, s. 29 (1) (a)
http://www.gov.za/sites/www.gov.za/files/images/a108-96.pdf.
43
Department of Education, “National Norms and Standards for School Funding,”
General Notice 2363, October 12, 1998,
http://www.education.gov.za/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=ZYYtOiXHTeE%3D&tabid=188
&mid=498 (accessed August 5, 2015).
44
Human Rights Watch, South Africa—“Complicit in Exclusion”: South Africa’s Failure
to Guarantee Inclusive Education for Children with Disabilities, August 2015,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2015/08/18/complicit-exclusion/south-africas-failureguarantee-inclusive-education-children, pp. 23–26.
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—Amber T. (pseudonym), 18, married at 15, Kahama, Tanzania,
April 2014
Governments have an international obligation to make secondary education
accessible and available to all children, and to progressively make secondary
education free or take measures to fund students requiring financial
assistance.45 According to UNESCO, a growing number of young
adolescents are also out of school, with the global total reaching almost 65
million in 2013. Adolescents of lower secondary school age—ranging from
12 to 16 years—are almost twice as likely to be out of school as primary
school-age children, with 1 out of 6 not enrolled.46
Yet, many governments have struggled to expand the availability of
secondary education in line with demand from primary school graduates,
and have not built enough infrastructure to cater to the increased demand for
further levels of education.47 In countries like Tanzania or Bangladesh,
Human Rights Watch has found that access to secondary education is often
limited through national assessments in the form of primary school exams,
which filter the number of students passing through to secondary education,
and school fees.48
Families often incur further financial obligations when their children
proceed on to secondary education. Limited availability of secondary
schools in rural or remote areas means students may have to pay to travel
45

ICESCR, art. 13 (2) (b); CRC, art. 28 (1) (b).
UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS) and Global Education Monitoring Report, “A
growing number of children and adolescents are out of school as aid fails to meet the
mark,” Policy Paper 22/Fact Sheet 31, July 2015,
http://www.uis.unesco.org/Education/Documents/fs-31-out-of-school-children-en.pdf
(accessed March 10, 2016).
47
UIS and UNICEF, Fixing the Broken Promise of Education for All: Findings from the
Global Initiative on Out-of-School Children, (Montreal: UIS, 2015)
http://dx.doi.org/10.15220/978-92-9189-161-0-en (accessed December 13, 2015), pp. 2427.
48
Juliane Kippenberg (Human Rights Watch), “Tanzania: Let’s Tackle the Primary
School Leaving Exam,” commentary, Daily News Tanzania, May 13, 2014,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2014/05/13/tanzania-lets-tackle-primary-school-leavingexam; “Bangladesh: Girls Damaged by Child Marriage, Stop Plan to Lower Marriage
Age to 16,” Human Rights Watch news release, June 9, 2015,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2015/06/09/bangladesh-girls-damaged-child-marriage.
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very long distances on a daily basis or rent rooms or pay for boarding
facilities in bigger towns.49
Parents may also prevent girls from accessing further levels of education due
to costs and safety concerns when provision of education is limited. Human
Rights Watch has found a strong correlation between child rights violations,
such as the early marriage of girls under the age of 18, or the worst forms of
child labor, and the expenses associated with secondary education.50
Case study: Bangladesh
Bangladesh has the highest rate of child marriage of girls under the age of 15
in the world, with 29 percent of girls in Bangladesh married before age 15,
according to the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund
(UNICEF).51 Successive inaction by the central government and complicity
by local officials allows child marriage, including of very young girls, to
continue unchecked, while Bangladesh’s high vulnerability to natural
disasters puts more girls at risk as their families are pushed into the poverty
that helps drive decisions to have girls married. Additionally, despite the
government’s pledge to end child marriage by 2041, Bangladesh’s Prime

49

Human Rights Watch, South Africa—Forgotten schools: Right to basic education for
children on farms in South Africa, June 2004,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2004/06/02/forgotten-schools/right-basic-education-childrenfarms-south-africa, p. 42; Bangladesh—Marry Before Your House is Swept Away: Child
Marriage in Bangladesh, June 2015, https://www.hrw.org/report/2015/06/09/marry-yourhouse-swept-away/child-marriage-bangladesh, p. 49; Forthcoming Human Rights Watch
report on child marriage in Nepal; China—“As Long as They Let Us Stay in Class:”
Barriers to Education for Persons with Disabilities in China, July 2013,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2013/07/15/long-they-let-us-stay-class/barriers-educationpersons-disabilities-china.
50
Agnes Odhiambo (Human Rights Watch), “Keeping All Girls in School is One Way to
Curb Child Marriage in Tanzania,” commentary, Inter Press Service, November 10, 2014,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2014/11/10/keeping-all-girls-school-one-way-curb-childmarriage-tanzania; Tanzania—No Way Out: Child Marriage and Human Rights Abuses
in Tanzania, October 2014, https://www.hrw.org/report/2014/10/29/no-way-out/childmarriage-and-human-rights-abuses-tanzania, p. 46; Marry Before Your House is Swept
Away: Child Marriage in Bangladesh, p. 63; Forthcoming Human Rights Watch report on
child marriage in Nepal.
51
“Bangladesh: Girls Damaged by Child Marriage, Stop Plan to Lower Marriage Age to
16,” Human Rights Watch news release, June 9, 2015,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2015/06/09/bangladesh-girls-damaged-child-marriage.
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Minister attempted to lower the age of marriage for girls from 18 to 16 years
old.52
Many girls interviewed by Human Rights Watch dropped out of secondary
school because of fees and associated expenses and married at a young age.
The government’s nationwide female stipend program for primary and
secondary education to further girls’ education has resulted in the gross
enrollment rate of girls at secondary level rising to 53 percent. However,
even the smallest associated costs in secondary education, including exam
fees and private coaching, mean children from many of the poor families
cannot attend school and are vulnerable to early marriage.53
Khadija, 35, has 4 children, and decided to take her 13-year-old daughter out
of school: “I can’t pay so she will have to quit.” Her family lives in two
rooms and survives through Khadija’s husband doing agricultural work and
any other work they can find. “She studied until class five, but now she
needs to go to high school. The high school charges 2,500 taka [$32] in
registration fees. I would also have to pay for private tutoring and books.” 54

Indirect Costs and Expenses
There are a lot of parents who would send their children to
school if it weren’t for these costs…there are a lot of people
who can’t even afford a 10 taka [$0.13] exam fee.
-Nongovernmental organization worker in Laxmipur, Bangladesh,
October 2014
The removal of formal school fees significantly contributes to opening the
school doors to the majority of children. However, the associated costs of
education in primary and secondary schools result in direct financial
barriers—such as transport costs and payments for books, uniforms,
52

Ibid.
Ibid.
54
Human Rights Watch, Marry Before Your House is Swept Away: Child Marriage in
Bangladesh, p. 50.
53
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stationery and equipment, exam fees or parent teacher association fees, and
personal assistants (for children with disabilities).55 Indirect costs and
expenses tend to be much higher than school fees, and “constitute
disincentives to the enjoyment of the right and may jeopardize its
realization.”56
Although the impact of these additional financial barriers are often blamed
on poverty, governments have to fulfill an “unequivocal requirement” to
ensure education is “free of charge” and to take measures to eliminate
financial barriers.57 Such measures should begin at the school level, where
school officials and teachers collect additional fees and in many cases,
punish or stop children from attending school who have not paid additional
charges.
In Bangladesh, Morocco, and Tanzania, Human Rights Watch found that
some indirect costs exclude poor children as a result of questionable
practices by teachers. Abuses where teachers do not teach students
compulsory subjects during class hours, but instead charge students and their
families to teach these classes outside of school, remains widespread and
impacts on children’s equal access to the same standard of education. 58

55

Human Rights Watch, Nepal—Futures Stolen: Barriers to Education for Children with
Disabilities in Nepal, August 2011,
https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/nepal0811ForWebUpload.pdf; Bosnia and
Herzegovina—Second Class Citizens, Discrimination Against Roma, Jews, and Other
National Minorities in Bosnia and Herzegovina, April 2012,
https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/bosnia0412ForUpload_0_0.pdf, pp. 5, 46
– 48; Turkey— “When I Picture My Future, I See Nothing” Barriers to Education for
Syrian Refugee Children in Turkey, November 2015,
https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/report_pdf/turkey1115_reportcover_web.pdf, p.
32.
56
UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, “General Comment No. 11:
Plans of Action for Primary Education (Art. 14 of the Covenant),” 10 May 1999,
E/1992/23, http://www.refworld.org/docid/4538838c0.html (accessed March 1, 2016),
para. 7.
57
Ibid.
58
Human Rights Watch, Morocco— Inside the Home, Outside the Law: Abuse of Child
Domestic Workers in Morocco, December 2005, Vol. 17, No. 12(E),
https://www.hrw.org/reports/2005/morocco1205/, p.36; Marry Before Your House is
Swept Away: Child Marriage in Bangladesh, p. 63; Forthcoming Human Rights Watch
report on barriers to access secondary education in Tanzania.
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Endah, a child domestic worker in Indonesia, explained to Human Rights
Watch why she started work at age 15:
I couldn't continue school so I decided to get work. [My last
year of school was] the first semester of the first year of junior
high. I really wanted to continue studying, but I really didn't
have the money. [The school fee] was 15,000 rupiah [$1.50] per
month. But what I really couldn't afford was the
'building fee' and the uniform. It was 500,000 rupiah [$50] for
the building fee and uniform…. Then each semester we had to
buy books.59
Case study: Democratic Republic of Congo
In the Democratic Republic of Congo, Human Rights Watch found that many
children living and begging on the streets may be driven by their parents’ or
guardians’ inability to pay school fees and other related costs of primary
education. For example, Peter, in Lubumbashi, told us:
I had to leave school after I finished the third grade. My parents
could no longer afford the fees, so I started coming to the
streets to look for something to do. Life here on the streets is
hard, there is never enough to eat, and I am hungry. I would
like to return to school and continue my studies.60
These additional—and often unofficial but obligatory—expenses lead to
inconsistent attendance of children and eventual drop-outs, particularly of
girls and children with disabilities, and particularly impact on secondary
school-going students who often pay higher fees and expenses.61 In many
59

Human Rights Watch, Indonesia—Workers in the Shadows: Abuse and Exploitation of
Child Domestic Workers in Indonesia, February 2009,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2009/02/11/workers-shadows/abuse-and-exploitation-childdomestic-workers-indonesia
60
Human Rights Watch, Democratic Republic of Congo—“What Future?” Street
Children in the Democratic Republic of Congo, April 2006,
https://www.hrw.org/reports/2006/drc0406/, p. 59.
61
Human Rights Watch, Futures Stolen: Barriers to Education for Children with
Disabilities in Nepal, pp. 35- 37; As Long as They Let Us Stay in Class:” Barriers to
Education for Persons with Disabilities in China, pp. 37-38; Tanzania—Toxic Toil: Child
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cases, they become disincentives for poorer families who are no longer able
to pay for their children’s expenses.
Parents or guardians may consider forcing children into harmful labor
practices or early marriage to offset the costs of their education.62 In Nepal,
Ram Kumari Chaudhary, 16, studied to class six and married at age 14. She
told Human Rights Watch: “My father stopped my schooling because he
could not afford my fees, stationery, and uniform.”63

Recommendations
1. Governments should ensure that all children enjoy their right to free
primary education, and progressively expand access to free secondary
education by adopting national legislation and time-bound plans to
ultimately remove fees.
2. Governments should reduce or eliminate costs to students and parents
for textbooks, education materials, compulsory exam fees, and
uniforms, where these act as significant financial barriers and where
they impact on access and retention of particular groups of children.
3. Governments should expand access to financial measures for poorest
students or students with demonstrated financial needs, including by
providing school transportation or free school meals to attract poor
children to school.
4. Governments should promptly investigate cases of children being
denied access to school or being expelled from school due to an
inability to pay fees or for school supplies, including uniforms.

Labor and Mercury Exposure in Tanzania’s Small-Scale Gold Mines, August 2013,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2013/08/28/toxic-toil/child-labor-and-mercury-exposuretanzanias-small-scale-gold-mines, pp. 62 – 63.
62
Human Rights Watch, No Way Out: Child Marriage and Human Rights Abuses in
Tanzania, p. 46; Marry Before Your House is Swept Away: Child Marriage in
Bangladesh, p. 45.
63
Forthcoming Human Rights Watch report on child marriage in Nepal.
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5. Governments should ensure that appropriate enforcement authorities
sanction schools and school officials that illegally levy school fees or
turn away students.

6. International and multilateral donors, including the Global Partnership
for Education, should consider increasing funding for states to pay for
gaps in provision of secondary education.

Discrimination in Schools
The teacher tells us to sit on the other side. If we sit with the
others, she scolds us and asks us to sit separately… The teacher
doesn’t sit with us because she says ‘we’re dirty.’ The other
children also call us dirty everyday so sometimes we get angry
and hit them.
—Pankaj (pseudonym), a child belonging to the Ghasiya tribal
community, Uttar Pradesh, India, April 2013
Me and my cousin are the only two Syrians in the class. The
rest of the students have ‘ganged up’ on us and are saying we
speak a lot, that we misbehave. The teacher sent us to the back
of the class. All teachers treat me badly because I’m Syrian.
When one of the teachers asks a Jordanian girl and she answers
the question then the teacher says ‘Bravo!’ When I answer, I get
nothing. Once, going up the stairs with a Jordanian girl, I was
told off and asked to go back to the line and wait until
everybody went off.
—Mariam (pseudonym), 11, Al-Zarqa, Jordan, October 2015
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Globally branded as children who have been “left behind”64 or “the hardest
to reach,”65 many children have been consistently denied an education
because of pervasive discriminatory beliefs or practices. On every continent,
children suffer direct and indirect discrimination based on their gender, race,
ethnicity, disability, religion, health status, or sexual orientation—or a
combination of all—on a daily basis.66 Many of these children first face the
harsh realities of the outside world when they reach school where looking,
acting, or feeling different often means ridicule, harassment, and at times,
abuse at the hands of classmates, teachers, and others in schools.
According to the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights—an
independent body of experts overseeing the human rights treaty applicable to
this set of rights, including education—discrimination constitutes “any
distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference or other differential treatment
that is directly or indirectly based on the prohibited grounds of
discrimination and which has the intention or effect of nullifying or
impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise [of rights] on an equal
footing.”67
UNESCO’s Convention against Discrimination in Education—ratified by
over 100 countries—also provides strong obligations on governments to
eliminate any form of discrimination, whether in law, policy, or practice,
UNAIDS, “UNICEF: Millions of children around the globe still left behind,” 23 June
2015,
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/featurestories/2015/june/20150623_unice
f (accessed December 12, 2015); UNICEF, “Progress for Children: Beyond Averages:
Learning from the MDGs”, Number 12, 2015,
http://www.unicef.org/publications/files/Progress_for_Children_No._11_22June15.pdf
(accessed December 12, 2015).
65
World Innovation Summit on Education, “Education for the Hardest to Reach
Children,” undated, https://www.wise-qatar.org/education-hardest-reach-children
(accessed December 12, 2015).
66
UIS and UNICEF, Fixing the Broken Promise of Education for All: Findings from the
Global Initiative on Out-of-School Children; Human Rights Watch, Letting them Fail:
Government Neglect and the Right to Education for Children Affected by AIDS, October
2005, Volume 17, No. 13 (A),
https://www.hrw.org/reports/2005/africa1005/africa1005.pdf.
67
Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment No. 20, “Nondiscrimination in economic, social and cultural rights (art. 2, para. 2, of the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights),” E/C.12/GC/20,
http://www.refworld.org/docid/4a60961f2.html (accessed May 20, 2016), para. 7.
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which could affect the realization of the right to education. Under the
Convention, states must “ensure that the standards of education are
equivalent in all public educational institutions of the same level, and that
the conditions relating to the quality of the education provided are also
equivalent.”68
In addition to removing any forms of direct discrimination against students,
governments should also ensure indirect discrimination does not occur as a
result of laws, policies, or practices which may have the effect of
disproportionately impacting on the right to education of children who require
further accommodation, or whose circumstances may not be the same as those
of the majority school population.69 This is particularly the case with children
with disabilities globally, or children belonging to minorities, such as the
Roma, who may be placed in segregated or specialized schools in countries
like the Czech Republic or Bosnia and Herzegovina, or many Kurdish
children who are blocked from learning in their mother tongue in Turkey.70
Despite the numerous specific commitments to ensure that boys and girls
have an equal right to education, adopted or endorsed by governments
through special global initiatives, girls continue to face unique genderspecific barriers.71 These will be outlined in a separate section.
68

UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education (1960), art. 4 (b).
Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment No. 20, “Nondiscrimination in economic, social and cultural rights,” para. 10 (b).
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“Roma Children Denied Equal Education, Ruling Finds Czech Policy of Special
Schools Discriminatory,” Human Rights Watch news release, November 13, 2007,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2007/11/13/roma-children-denied-equal-education; Human
Rights Watch, “Georgians in Gali, Passports ,education and personal security are all
thorny issues,” commentary, International Institute for Strategic Studies, February 18,
2011, https://www.hrw.org/news/2011/02/18/georgians-gali; Human Rights Watch,
Second Class Citizens, Discrimination Against Roma, Jews, and Other National
Minorities in Bosnia and Herzegovina, pp. 5, 46–48; Turkey—Turkey’s Human Rights
Rollback: Recommendations for Reform, September 2014,
https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/turkey0914_ForUpload.pdf; Amnesty
International, “Segregation, bullying and fear: The stunted education of Romani children
in Europe,” April 8, 2015, https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2015/04/the-stuntededucation-of-romani-children-in-europe/ (accessed May 11, 2016).
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Global Initiatives launched during the period of the MDGs include the United Nations
Girls’ Education Initiative, http://www.ungei.org/ (accessed May 20, 2016), the 2014
Girl Summit, http://www.girlsummitpledge.com/ (accessed May 20, 2016), the UK
government-led Preventing Sexual Violence in Conflict Initiative,
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Children Belonging to Ethnic, Religious or Language Minorities
The lack of acknowledgment of or dedicated action to remove direct or
indirect forms of discrimination experienced by particular groups of children
from minority groups continues to affect access to education for millions of
children.
Some government continue to enforce discriminatory policies within their
education systems.72 These policies often relate to the prohibition of ethnic
or cultural practices or languages, or may lead to the separation of children
into different education systems, according to their ethnicity, race, or belief.
In a number of cases, persistent discrimination in schools—by school
officials or teachers—may lead to drop-outs or lower school performance. In
Nepal, for example, Human Rights Watch found that teachers adhere to
social or cultural traditions which perpetuate discrimination in classrooms.
Sunita married a classmate of a different caste at the age of 15. They decided
to elope prompted by the harassment they faced in school. “The teachers
would call me out of class and say, ‘He’s lower caste—you shouldn’t talk
with him or be seen with him,’” Sunita said. “They used to beat me with
sticks and pull me out of morning assembly and beat me in front of my
friends. They said, ‘We’re doing it for her own good because she’s going
around with a lower class boy.’”73
Case study: Israel
In 2001, Human Rights Watch found that in Israel, Palestinian Arab and
Bedouin children, as well as Palestinian children in East Jerusalem, faced
discriminatory access to quality education relative to Jewish Israeli children.74
https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/sexual-violence-in-conflict (accessed May 20,
2016); Girls Not Brides, http://www.girlsnotbrides.org/ (accessed May 20, 2016).
72 “
Israeli Schools Separate, Not Equal,” Human Rights Watch news release, December 4,
2001, https://www.hrw.org/news/2001/12/04/israeli-schools-separate-not-equal.
73
Forthcoming Human Rights Watch report on child marriage in Nepal.
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Zama Coursen-Neff (Human Rights Watch), “Discrimination Against Palestinian Arab
Children in the Israeli Education System,” Journal of International Law and Politics,
36:749, https://www.hrw.org/news/2005/05/01/discrimination-against-palestinian-arabchildren-israeli-education-system, pp. 101–102.
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Even today, schools predominantly catering to Palestinian Arab and Bedouin
children receive less funding, and are often overcrowded, understaffed, and
sometimes unavailable. 75 Palestinian children in East Jerusalem suffer
through grave shortage of classrooms and adequate school infrastructure, and
are subjected to security barriers and checkpoints. In 2011, Israel’s Supreme
Court ruled that a shortage of quality constituted a violation of the
constitutional right to education for students in East Jerusalem.76
Case study: India
In India, the government adopted the Right of Children to Free and
Compulsory Education Act in 2009. 77 The Act guarantees free and
compulsory education to all children aged 6 to 14, and makes it mandatory for
government schools to provide free books and uniforms in government
schools, while private schools are required to provide at least 25 percent free
seats for those from weaker sections and disadvantaged groups.78
However, discrimination against children from economically and socially
marginalized communities, such as the so-called lower castes, tribal groups,
and Muslims, by school authorities plays a significant part in children’s
irregular attendance and low retention rates. Human Rights Watch research
Adalah, “The Inequality Report: Palestinian Arab Minority in Israel ,” March 2011,
http://www.adalah.org/uploads/oldfiles/2011/Adalah_The_Inequality_Report_March
_2011.pdf (accessed May 20,2016) p.10.
75
Amjad Iraqi, “Arab school strike highlights Israel’s discriminatory education policies,”
+972 Magazine, September 7,2015, http://972mag.com/arab-school-strike-highlightsirsraels-discriminatory-education-policies-111480/ (accessed May 20,2016); Adalah,
“The Inequality Report: Palestinian Arab Minority in Israel ,” March 2011,
http://www.adalah.org/uploads/oldfiles/2011/Adalah_The_Inequality_Report_March
_2011.pdf (accessed May 20,2016) p.10.
76
Supreme Court ruling HCJ 53732/01 Abu Libdeh v Minister of Education, February 6,
2011 from Ir Amim, “Falling Between the Cracks: Student Dropout and the Shortage of
Classrooms in East Jerusalem, Annual Update, August 2015,”
http://www.altro.co.il/uploads/252/File/Falling%20between%20the%20Cracks.2015.pdf
(accessed March 1, 2016).
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Human Rights Watch, India—“They Say We’re Dirty:” Denying Education to India’s
Marginalized, April 2014, https://www.hrw.org/report/2014/04/22/they-say-weredirty/denying-education-indias-marginalized#1fb3d7.
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The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act 2009, 26 August 2009, s.
12,
http://righttoeducation.in/sites/default/files/Right%20of%20Children%20to%20Free%20
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shows how teachers ask Dalit (formerly known as “untouchables”) children
to sit separately in classrooms, or to wait for their free school lunches only
after all the other students have had theirs. Teachers often continue to make
insulting remarks about Muslim and tribal students,79 and Human Rights
Watch found that village authorities would make efforts to encourage
parents to send their girls to school when they were kept away by their
families.80

Children with Disabilities
We tried to put him in a [mainstream] school but they said they
couldn’t put him in that school because he has disabilities. The
school said that he was naughty. Because of Down syndrome he
isn’t like other children so they [said they] can’t teach him.
—Thandi, mother of an 8-year-old boy with Down Syndrome, South
Africa, November 2014
Subjects such as physics and chemistry were missing. When we
asked to study more things, the staff members cited our
diagnosis: profound mental retardation. We were not thinking
about our diagnosis. We just wanted to learn something new.
—Anton K. (pseudonym), 21, diagnosed with ‘Profound Mental
Retardation’, Russia, June 2013
In many countries, children with disabilities continue to be discriminated
against and “disproportionately” denied their right to education compared
with children without disabilities.81
79

Jayshree Bajoria and Amy Braunschweiger (Human Rights Watch), Q&A Talking
Discrimination and School Dropout Rates in India, April 22, 2014,
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Human Rights Watch research indicates that many governments continue to
have a strong focus on specialized, separate education for children with
disabilities, with limited meaningful inclusion in mainstream schools. This
has often led to significant tension on what type of education is best for
children with very different types of disabilities.
Inclusive education focuses on promoting accessibility, identifying and
removing barriers to learning, and changing practices and attitudes in
mainstream schools to accommodate the diverse learning needs of individual
students. Despite a global push to ensure schools are “universally
designed”—or conform to inclusive standards of building which take into
account mobility, access, and other requirements—classrooms, toilets, and
school buildings remain inaccessible for children with disabilities.82
Rather than investing in more effective and cost-efficient changes to
promote inclusive education in existing schools, Human Rights Watch has
found that governments seeking to increase enrollment rates for children
with disabilities focus on building costly special schools which cater to
smaller numbers of children with disabilities, often grouping children by
types of disabilities.83 In Lebanon, for example, where there is limited
inclusion of children with disabilities in education and many remain out of
school, the government announced plans to build 60 new specialized schools
for children with learning disabilities in 2016.84
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Moreover, governments do not always implement “reasonable
accommodation”—a key legal requirement under the CRPD to ensure
schools accommodate children’s needs and do not discriminate against
them—in ways that facilitate children’s accessibility or inclusion.85 The
burden is often on children and families to adapt to whatever service or type
of education is available, or to drop out of school where schools do not
provide additional services.86
Case study: Nepal
In Nepal, children with disabilities represent a substantial group of the
primary school-aged children who remain out of school. An estimated 85
percent of all out-of-school children in Nepal have disabilities.87 The
Nepalese government has adopted an inclusive education policy, but it has
not done enough to ensure that children with disabilities attend school. The
enrollment of children with disabilities in primary and secondary education
continued to decline in 2014, despite government efforts which increased
school scholarships for children with disabilities, developed a special
curriculum for children with intellectual disabilities, and established a team
tasked with developing a new national inclusive education policy. 88
According to the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR), “Inclusive education systems are designed to provide for a
diverse constituency of students.” In dealing with specific individual needs
of students, “an inclusive system would respond by reviewing its practice to
determine whether the gaps might be addressed systemically or through a
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reasonable accommodation measure. A reasonable accommodation fund
should be set up to address the gaps.”89
Even when children with disabilities are in school, their education is often of
poor quality. In China, Nepal, India, Russia, and South Africa, Human
Rights Watch found that children with disabilities are affected by their
teachers’ lack of knowledge, training, skills and motivation; and an absence
of individualized planning and learning.90 In many cases, children with
disabilities felt their teachers paid limited attention to their educational
development, assuming they would not be able to learn or progress within
school.91 In many cases, mainstream schools do not receive additional
budgets to accommodate children with disabilities, or to implement adequate
measures to make schools more accessible.92

Institutionalization of Children with Disabilities
In Greece, India, Russia, Japan, and Serbia, among many other countries,93
the harmful practice of institutionalizing children with disabilities continues,
further isolating children from their communities, exposing them to violence
and abuse in closed institutions, and depriving them of their right to
education.94 The lack of education programs in state institutions also
89
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severely impacts the ability of children and young adults with disabilities to
study in schools and proceed to universities or technical or vocational
colleges, and to feel included in their communities when leaving these
institutions.95
Case study: India
In India, the involuntary admission and arbitrary detention of girls and
women with psychosocial or intellectual disabilities in mental hospitals and
residential care institutions significantly limits their right to education,
despite national legislation which protects the right to education and makes
it compulsory. Girls interviewed by Human Rights Watch were often denied
their right to leave the institution to go to school, and those who did attend
school often received an inferior education.96 According to a representative
of a local Child Welfare Committee, girls with disabilities in these
institutions, “are not being taught anything. There is no dignity, no
engagement. Nothing is being done for their self-esteem.”97

Recommendations
1. Governments should remove barriers that prevent children from
accessing quality primary education by ensuring they adopt specific,
well-resourced plans to guarantee access to schools for children who
have been traditionally neglected or excluded from schools, such as
children with disabilities and children from ethnic, religious, or
language minorities.
2. Governments should ensure national legislation protects the
compulsory nature of primary education. Adopt mechanisms to monitor
the enforcement of compulsory education at a local level, including

children-disabilities-russian; India— “Treated Worse than Animals:” Abuses against
Women and Girls with Psychosocial or Intellectual Disabilities in Institutions in India,
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3.

4.

5.

6.

actions by school officials, parents, or community leaders which could
jeopardize children’s access to education.
Governments should allocate adequate resources to ensure that
underserved populations have equal access to inclusive quality
education. This may entail building or strengthening schools closer to
children who have limited access to education and allocating additional
qualified teachers.
Governments should ratify the UNESCO Convention Against
Discrimination in Education and the Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities.
Governments should adopt legislation or policies and allocate
resources to ensure mainstream schools provide reasonable
accommodation for children with disabilities, and remove any
physical or attitudinal barriers which could discriminate against
children with disabilities.
Governments should enact and enforce national legislation prohibiting
discrimination in education against children because of their race,
ethnicity, gender, disability, social, or other status. Protections from
discrimination should include mechanisms for victims and their
guardians to lodge complaints and receive rapid redress; these
mechanisms should be publicly communicated. Such laws should
address indirect as well as direct discrimination (when apparently
neutral practices actually have a negative impact on members of a
particular group) as well as addressing harassment.

7. Governments should ensure that national education budgets respect and
guarantee inclusion and are allocated to ensure that all schools are
funded on a non-discriminatory basis. Where necessary, governments
should allocate additional resources to close existing gaps, including
the accessibility and physical condition of school buildings, additional
educational facilities, adapted learning materials or equipment, and
teacher training.
8. Ministries of Education should develop concrete plans and mechanisms
to identify and reach out to populations of children that are underserved
by the education system. Such mechanisms could include a special
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office or unit to focus on effective strategies for ensuring that these
groups have equal access to schooling.

Violence and Abuse in Schools
They would beat me when the teacher couldn’t see them, and
my teacher didn’t know so wasn’t stopping it. My father visited
the school director to complain, and the director said, ‘You
should stop sending her to school if you’re worried about it.’
But my dad said I needed to study, so the director then told me
not to interact with the other kids. I have no friends. It was
difficult.… I didn’t enjoy anything about school this year. My
teacher tried to scold the other kids, but they never stopped.
They’d chant at me, ‘Syrian, Syrian,’ curse at me, and make fun
of me for being older than them. In
Syria, I loved school. I had friends. I loved learning. I miss my
school in Syria very much.
—Fatima, 12, Turgutlu, Turkey, June 2015
School-based violence, including bullying, deeply affects children’s
experience in schools. Violence within or near schools undermines
children’s ability to learn, puts their physical and psychological wellbeing at
risk, and often causes them to drop out of school entirely. According to the
UN Girls’ Education Initiative, approximately 246 million girls and boys
around the world experience school-related violence each year.98
The Convention on the Rights of the Child mandates governments to take all
appropriate legislative, administrative, social, and educational means to
protect children from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury, abuse,
or negligence, among others.99
United Nations Girls’ Education Initiative, “Annual Report 2014: Bridging the
education gender divide together,”2014,
http://www.ungei.org/resources/files/UNGEI_Annual_Report-2014-Web_FINAL.pdf
(accessed December 12, 2015), p. 13.
99
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In 2014, UN member states committed, “to take all appropriate measures to
prevent and protect children, including in school, from any form of violence,
including forms of bullying, by promptly responding to such acts, and to
provide appropriate support to children affected by and involved in
bullying.”100

Sexual Violence and Abuse In and Around Schools
In many countries, sexual abuse and exploitation perpetrated by teachers and
school staff, students, or adults providing school services is common. 101
Sexual abuse can happen in school toilets, classrooms, and staffrooms, on
the way to and from school, and in teachers’ houses.102
Adolescent girls may also be exposed to sexual exploitation for grades,
which may include mainly transactional encounters such as good reports or
good marks in exchange for sexual acts, or sexual relations as payment for
school fees or supplies.103
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Case study: Tanzania
In Tanzania, Ana, a 16-year-old girl from Mwanza, who dropped out of
secondary school as a result of the sexual harassment she experienced, told
us:
One [teacher] tried to convince me to have sex so I didn’t want
to go [on] to F2 to experience that. The teacher was
approaching me during the field [sports] practice … he would
call me outside [the school’s premises] when students went for
a break. He seduced me and tried to [have sex] with me… I
stopped going [to sports]. I did this because I was scared that if
I was going to meet him he would take me somewhere else to
do things with me. I was creating enemies with the teacher…
I felt bad and [teachers] called to tell me that I wasn’t
concentrating or studying so [my] performance was not
good…I decided to drop out of school and stop wasting my
parents’ money…Some students knew about the teachers’
behavior. Some agreed to have sex with them, others refused.104
In many countries, a pervasive culture of silence remains in schools, leading
to insufficient accountability for perpetrators of sexual assault or violence
against students. In South Africa, where Human Rights Watch found that
sexual violence was a pervasive practice in many schools across the country,
the very low rates of investigation and prosecution of perpetrators of sexual
violence against school-going children have contributed to the widespread
violation of girls’ rights in and around school.105 In Tanzania,
nongovernmental organizations focused on child protection told Human
Rights Watch they struggle with justice at the school level, particularly when
families of a child survivor of sexual violence often decide to settle for
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compensation from the family of the perpetrator to avoid stigma against the
family.106
Girls’ negative experiences of sexual abuse and ongoing harassment in
school will drive them out of school. Yet, too often teachers and school
personnel who abuse children remain in schools. The lack of action to
suspend, investigate, and remove teachers who abuse school children acts as
a barrier for many girls, and indicates the lack of commitment to justice at
the school level.107 Moreover, the absence of child protection mechanisms
accessible to children at the school level makes it difficult, if not impossible,
for children and their families to seek redress.
Enforcing school safeguards, sensitizing male and female teachers, and
creating space for child and adolescent-friendly reporting to relevant school
authorities and the police should be strengthened in all countries where
children experience ongoing violence and abuse in schools.

Compulsory Pregnancy and Virginity Testing
When we find a pregnant pupil in school, we call a school
board meeting where we agree to expel the pupil.
—Head teacher, secondary school in Tanzania, August 2014
Under the guise of schools’ responsibility to monitor the upkeep of moral
standards, many adolescent girls are routinely subjected to compulsory
pregnancy tests in schools, and in some cases, may be subjected to
humiliating, degrading, and unscientific virginity testing which has been
condemned by international organizations, such as the World Health
Organization.108 School officials are allowed to perform such tests on site,
106
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including groping students’ abdomens, or often identify girls who are ‘at
risk’ of becoming pregnant and refer them to nearby hospitals for urine
tests.109 In schools, mandatory pregnancy testing can contribute to
adolescent girls dropping out of school to avoid any humiliation or stigma.110
Case study: Tanzania
In Tanzania, schools routinely conduct mandatory pregnancy tests and expel
pregnant girls. More than 8,000 girls are routinely expelled every year from
school because they are pregnant.111 Others stop attending school when they
find out they are pregnant because they fear expulsion or stigma. Despite the
evidence of negative and degrading impact of testing, a 2013 Ministry of
Education toolkit recommends conducting periodic pregnancy tests as a way
of curbing teenage pregnancies in schools,112 but omits the need to ensure girls
have access to comprehensive sexual education.
Sharon, who married when she was 14, was expelled when she was in her
final year of primary school: “When the head teacher found out that I was
pregnant, he called me to his office and told me, ‘You have to leave our school
immediately because you are pregnant.’”
In 2015, the government adopted provisions to allow the admission of girls
to school after they have given birth. However, the policy does not address
the position of married girls explicitly and in 2016, Human Rights Watch
found many girls continue to be barred from re-entering education or to deal
Amok,” February 2, 2015 http://www.hrw.org/news/2015/02/09/dispatches-indonesiavirginity-tests-run-amok.
109
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with many barriers which push them out permanently.113 The Tanzanian
government does not appear to collect data on the numbers of girls who are
expelled because they are pregnant or married. School officials told Human
Rights Watch that they are only expected to record cases of “truancy.”

Violence and Corporal Punishment
Are teachers good? No! They hit us, even with a hose.
—Abdullah, 11, in 5th grade, Amman, Jordan, October 2015
According to the Global Coalition to End All Corporal Punishment of
Children, corporal punishment in schools has not been prohibited in 72
countries.114
The Committee on the Rights of the Child defines ‘corporal’ or ‘physical’
punishment as any punishment in which physical force is used and intended
to cause some degree of pain or discomfort, however light.115 Corporal
punishment is degrading and humiliating, damaging the student's selfesteem, erodes students’ trust in their teachers, and makes students feel
helpless and disengaged in school.116
Case study: United States
In the United States, corporal punishment in public schools is routine in many
parts of the country, and many school children, particularly children with
disabilities, continue to be subjected to often violent and degrading
113
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punishment.117 Children with disabilities are disproportionately more at risk
of corporal punishment or violence in schools than other children. For
hundreds of thousands of school children in the United States, violence
inflicted by those in authority is a regular part of their experience at school.
While 31 states and the District of Columbia have now banned corporal
punishment, in 19 states it is legal for teachers or principals to punish public
school students by hitting them repeatedly.118 Corporal punishment usually
takes the form of paddling (also called “swats,” “pops,” or “licks”). A teacher
or administrator swings a hard wooden paddle that is typically a foot-and-ahalf long against the child's buttocks anywhere between three and ten times.
One student told Human Rights Watch that: "licks would be so loud and
hard you could hear it through the walls.” A teacher reported that a principal
turned on the loud speaker while paddling a student: “It was on the intercom
in every class in the school…. He was trying to send a message … [l]ike,
‘you could be next.’”119
The American Society for Adolescent Medicine has found that victims of
corporal punishment often develop “deteriorating peer relationships,
difficulty with concentration, lowered school achievement, antisocial
behavior, intense dislike of authority, somatic complaints, a tendency for
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school avoidance and school drop-out, and other evidence of negative highrisk adolescent behavior.”120
Human Rights Watch has found that students exposed to corporal
punishment or physical abuse are more likely to drop out.121 However, girls
and children with disabilities are often more vulnerable and at risk of being
abused in schools. In Australia, for example, a school principal resorted to
building a metal cage for a 10-year-old child with autism,122 while in Nepal
and South Africa, Human Rights Watch found that children with intellectual
disabilities and autism who could often not communicate were often more
vulnerable to harassment, mistreatment, and beatings by teachers and
peers.123

Bullying and Harassment of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Children
It was common knowledge that I was being bullied…it was also
common knowledge that my teachers would never help me.
—A 20-year-old Japanese woman who was bullied by her
classmates in junior high school, November 2015
Many lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) children and young
people around the world are subjected to homophobic or transphobic
bullying; gender-specific types of bullying that are based on actual or
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perceived sexual orientation or gender identity.124 These violations are
compounded by the failure of many governments to enact laws providing
students with protection from discrimination and violence based on their
sexual orientation and gender identity.125 UNESCO recently documented
numerous cases of homophobic and transphobic bullying in schools in the
Asia-Pacific region, concluding that schools are overwhelmingly unsafe for
LGBT students.126
During investigations in Iran, Jamaica, and Japan, Human Rights Watch
found that many of the LGBT youth interviewed had experienced bullying in
school.127 LGBT persons interviewed by Human Rights Watch in Iran
indicated that primary school was one of the most traumatic periods in their
life. Mani, a 29-year-old gay male from Tehran, said: “In primary school, we
realize we are different from our peers, and because of this we become the
focus of ridicule. The [kids] call us names like khaleh zanak (literally
“auntie lady”) because we appear more feminine and because we don’t like
to play like other boys. It is from this time that we begin to think that there is
in fact something wrong with us.”128
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Case study: Japan
In Japan, LGBT youth reported being the victims of homophobic and
transphobic bullying, violence, and discrimination by both peers and
teachers.129 Even in the absence of the criminalization of same-sex behaviour,
bullying and discrimination affects the right to education and creates an unsafe
learning environment for LGBT students and those who do not conform to
gender norms and societal expectations.130
Transgender students face legal barriers to accessing education because the
country’s legal recognition procedure for transgender people is inaccessible
for those under 20, and contains abusive and discriminatory requirements—
including coerced sterilization—for those who want to be legally recognized
in their gender identity. Japanese transgender students told Human Rights
Watch they faced harassment and bullying when their schools forced them to
access lavatories according to the gender they were assigned at birth, for
example, leading to school drop-outs. Japan’s schools feature deeplyengrained gender separation and stereotypes. Nearly all junior high and high
school students are required to wear gender-specific uniforms, and school
activities are often gender-segregated.
For children exploring their gender identity or those who identify as
transgender, such an environment can be harsh. “The Japanese school
system is really strict with the gender system,” a transgender high school
teacher told Human Rights Watch. “It imprints on students where they
belong and don’t belong—in later years when gender is firmly tracked,
transgender kids really start suffering. They either have to conceal and lie or
act like themselves and invite bullying and exclusion.”131

Human Rights Watch, Japan –“The Nail that Sticks Out Gets Hammered Down”:
LGBT Bullying and Exclusion in Japanese Schools, May 2016,
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130 Kyle Knight (Human Rights Watch), “Dispatches: UN Takes on LGBT Bullying in
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Case study: United States
In the United States, around two thirds of LGBT students are bullied in school
and it is estimated that one third of LGBT children skip or drop out of school
as a consequence of their negative, unsafe, and discriminatory experiences in
school.132
Ursula (pseudonym), 16, a transgender student in higher secondary school,
in Alabama, told Human Rights Watch:
They refused to put me in girls’ physical education last year,
and I was scared to go in the locker room and dress out and
wouldn’t participate, and so I failed. I requested to do girls
physical education and it’s been over a month—I don’t think
they’re making the decision. And I need a whole year of
physical education to graduate. I’m worried about physical
bullying and verbal bullying in the locker room, and
harassment—I’ve experienced harassment every time I went in
there, and finally I just couldn’t do it anymore. 133

Lack of Comprehensive Sexuality Education in Schools
I didn’t know that I would get pregnant by having sex… I was
just playing sex.
—Gloria C., who got pregnant at age 14 or 15, Yambio County, South
Sudan, March 2012
In many countries, schools often do not offer comprehensive sexuality
education or only offer a limited sex education curriculum when it is already
too late for many students. Health workers and teachers do not share
Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network and NoBullying.com, “LGBT Bullying
Statistics,” May 31, 2014, http://nobullying.com/lgbt-bullying-statistics/ (accessed
December 11, 2015).
133
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complete information about reproductive health with adolescents, and very
often information is not available in accessible formats for people with
disabilities.
When it is available, sexual and reproductive health education is often not a
stand-alone topic, distinct from biology curricula. Paradoxically, in some
countries, students only access sexual and reproductive health modules
towards the end of lower secondary education, when a significant proportion
of girls have already dropped out or become pregnant. Children who are
behind in school because of delays related to poverty, disability, or other
factors are also less likely to be in the right class at the right time to benefit
from sexual and reproductive health modules taught in school.
Children and young adults interviewed by Human Rights Watch referred to
the limited, and often incorrect and unscientific, information they receive at
school about pregnancy, sexuality, and HIV/AIDs prevention.134 In many
cases, children and young adults interviewed by Human Rights Watch who
had limited or no inclusive access to comprehensive sexual education or
contraception had become pregnant without understanding how or had
become infected with HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases.135
The UN Population Fund (UNFPA) states that: “Comprehensive Sexuality
Education empowers young people to take control of their own behavior
and, in turn, treat others with respect, acceptance, tolerance, and empathy,
regardless of their gender, ethnicity, race, or sexual orientation.”136
UNFPA’s Operational Guidance for Comprehensive Sexuality Education
also highlights how students can “explore and nurture positive values and
Human Rights Watch, “No Way Out”.
Human Rights Watch, South Sudan—“This Old Man Can Feed Us, You Will Marry
Him:” Child and Forced Marriage in South Sudan, March 2013,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2013/03/07/old-man-can-feed-us-you-will-marry-him/childand-forced-marriage-south-sudan; Zambia—“We Are Also Dying of AIDS:” Barriers to
HIV Services and Treatment for Persons with Disabilities in Zambia, July 2014,
https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/zambia0714_ForUpload_1.pdf; Human
Rights Watch, “No Way Out.”
136
UN Population Fund (UNFPA), “UNFPA Operational Guidance for Comprehensive
Sexuality Education,” December 2014, http://www.unfpa.org/publications/unfpaoperational-guidance-comprehensive-sexuality-education (accessed April 4, 2016).
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attitudes towards their sexual and reproductive health, and develop selfesteem, respect for human rights, and gender equality.”137
According to the UN special rapporteur on the right to education, “In order
to be comprehensive, sexual education must pay special attention to
diversity, since everyone has the right to deal with his or her own sexuality
without being discriminated against on grounds of sexual orientation or
gender identity.”138
The UNESCO International Technical Guidance on Sexuality Education
puts the impetus on policymakers and education officials at schools to take a
leadership role in promoting sexuality education.139

Recommendations
1. Governments should amend national legislation as necessary to
abolish the use of all forms of corporal punishment in all schools,
public and private, and ensure that such policies are enforced and
widely publicized.
2. Governments should take disciplinary and legal action against school
officials and teachers who resort to or fail to take reasonable measures
to stop all violence against children in schools.
3. Governments should set up and provide resources for child protection
mechanisms at the school level, linked to reporting, counselling, and
redress mechanisms for children affected by violence or abuse in
schools, with particular efforts for children with disabilities.
4. Governments should support programs that educate parents, teachers,
and society at large about the harm of corporal punishment and about
nonviolent methods of discipline.
137
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5. Governments should enact legislation to protect students from
harassment and discrimination on all grounds prohibited in law.
6. Governments should empower girls and boys with information and
knowledge of their reproductive and sexual rights by making
comprehensive inclusive sexuality education part of the school
curriculum, ensuring that teachers are trained in its contents, and
allocating adequate time to teach it.
7. Governments should provide training to all teachers, administrators,
and other school staff on addressing the needs of lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender youth, and how to intervene to stop
harassment and violence, and ensure that schools review their
nondiscrimination policies to ensure the inclusion of protections based
on sexual orientation and gender identity.

Persistent Exclusion of and Violations Against Girls
Short-changing girls is not only a matter of gender
discrimination; it is bad economics and bad social
policy…Indeed, world leaders at United Nations conferences
throughout the 1990s, have acknowledged that poverty cannot
be overcome without specific, immediate and sustained
attention to girls’ education.
—Kofi Annan, former United Nations Secretary-General, ‘We the
Peoples,’ 2000
Traditional biases against girls, the exclusion of girls from school activities,
sexual harassment, child marriage, early pregnancy, and violence in and
around school, particularly sexual violence, are some of the factors and
violations which disproportionately affect girls, including girls with
disabilities.140 At the school level, the lack of concrete gender-specific
policies and approaches to transportation, the lack of separate toilets or
140

Human Rights Watch, Submission for the General Recommendation on
Girls’/Women’s Right to Education, June 23, 2014,
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sanitation facilities, or the lack of adequate child and gender protection
safeguards in schools contribute to higher drop-out rates among girls.141
All 189 governments that are state parties to the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) must
“take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in
order to ensure them equal rights with men in the field of education.”
Additionally, governments must guarantee girls have the same conditions to
access studies at all educational levels, to access the same quality of
education, as well as further opportunities to access higher levels of
education.142

Child Marriage and Early Pregnancy
Child marriage ruined my life. Now I do not work and cannot
find a job because I stopped going to school.
—Confidence S., 22, married at age 14 to a 42-year-old man,
Zimbabwe, November 2015
Many girls leave schools prematurely and end their education when they are
forced into early marriages.143 International and regional obligations
explicitly state that the minimum age of marriage should be 18, and
marriages should be entered into with the free and full consent of both
spouses.144
United Nations Girls’ Education Initiative, “Annual Report 2014: Bridging the
education gender divide together,” 2014,
http://www.ungei.org/resources/files/UNGEI_Annual_Report-2014-Web_FINAL.pdf
(accessed May 20, 2016).
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46) at 193, U.N. Doc A/34/46, entered into force September 3, 1981, art 10.
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Human Rights Watch has documented the impact of child marriage on the
right to education of many girls in countries as diverse as Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, Malawi, Nepal, South Sudan, Tanzania, Yemen, and
Zimbabwe.145 Many girls told Human Rights Watch that they found it
difficult to return to school after marriage because of
discriminatory school policies, lack of money for school fees, lack of child
care, unavailability of flexible school programs or adult classes, lack of early
childhood services for their children, and the need to do household chores.
Others said that their husbands, own family members, or in-laws would not
allow them to continue school after marriage.
In South Sudan, Akur L., who married at the age of 13 in 2003 and dropped
out of school, said:
My uncles forced me to marry a man who was old enough to be
my grandfather. I was going to school and in class six. I liked
school. If I was given a chance to finish school, I would not be
having these problems, working as a waitress and having
separated from my husband.146
Adolescent pregnancy outside of marriage, or the fear that adolescent girls
will get pregnant or will be exposed to sexual harassment, also helps fuel
child marriage.147 According to the United Nations Population Fund
(UNPFA), “Many countries have taken up the cause of preventing
adolescent pregnancies, often through actions aimed at changing girls’
the Child,” 2003, UN doc. CRC/GC/2003/4,
http://www.refworld.org/docid/4538834f0.html, (accessed May 20, 2016) paras. 9, 20;
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), adopted December 16,
1966, G.A. Res. 2200A (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 16) at 52, U.N. Doc. A/6316
(1966), 999 U.N.T.S. 171, entered into force March 23, 1976, art. 23.
145
Human Rights Watch, “Child Marriage,” undated,
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Human Rights Watch, “This Old Man Can Feed Us, You Will Marry Him.”
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“Bangladesh: Girls Damaged by Child Marriage, Stop Plan to Lower Marriage Age to
16, Human Rights Watch news release, June 9, 2015,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2015/06/09/bangladesh-girls-damaged-child-marriage.
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behavior. Implicit in such interventions are a belief that the girl is
responsible for preventing pregnancy and an assumption that if she does
become pregnant, she is at fault.”148 Many governments enforce policies
which automatically exclude pregnant girls from schools and terminate their
education.149
Case study: Zimbabwe
In Zimbabwe, if a girl becomes pregnant, spends the night outside the family
home, is seen with a boyfriend, or returns home late after seeing a boyfriend,
her family may force her to marry for the sake of honor. In some cases girls
who become pregnant or are sexually active decide to enter a customary
marriage because they fear being rejected, beaten, or abused by relatives.
According to UNICEF, nearly one-third of girls in Zimbabwe marry before
their 18th birthday and 4 percent marry before they turn 15.150
Nearly all the child brides Human Rights Watch interviewed were not able to
continue their education after marriage, either because of their financial
situation, their husband would not permit it, or they had to care for a baby.
Many indigenous apostolic churches forbid girls to continue education after
marriage.
Abigail C., 15, told Human Rights Watch:

United Nations Population Fund, “Motherhood in Childhood: Facing the challenge of
adolescent pregnancy. State of world population 2013,” 2013,
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March 2, 2016).
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October 30, 2013, http://www.reproductiverights.org/press-room/UNFPA-adolescentpregnancy (accessed May 20, 2016); Human Rights Watch, “No Way Out,” pp. 49–51;
Amnesty International, “Sierra Leone: Pregnant schoolgirls excluded from school and
banned from exams,” November 6, 2015,
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2015/11/sierra-leone-pregnant-schoolgirlsexcluded-from-school-and-banned-from-exams/ (accessed December 11, 2015);
Education Cluster, “Ebola’s impact on child protection and education,”
http://educationcluster.net/?get=002018%7C2014/11/Ebola-Impact-on-children-Oct-3FINAL.pdf (accessed July 15, 2015).
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I fell pregnant last year when I was 14 years old. I had stopped
going to school that same year because my mother, who works
as a maid earning $50 per month, could not afford to send me to
school. I had an affair with an older man who had a wife. The
woman who lives next door is the one who persuaded me to
have an affair with this man. I received no sex education at all,
and, when I had sex with this man, I fell pregnant. I went to live
with his mother because he was staying with his first wife. In
June, I went to hospital and gave birth to a baby, who died
within a few minutes of birth. The nurses told me my baby
died. After that I went back to live with my mother. I wish to go
back to school because I am still a child.151
In July 2015, Zimbabwe became the eighth country to join the African
Union campaign to end child marriage in Africa. The government has yet to
finalize and implement a national action plan on ending child marriage, as
the African Union has requested.152
In the minority of cases where young mothers of school-going age are
allowed to go back to school by school officials, they may face high levels
of stigma and negative attitudes in school.153 In South Sudan and Tanzania,
Human Rights Watch found that girls who had become mothers often had to
change schools to prevent being stigmatized by their former peers or
teachers. Many dealt with new barriers associated with enrolling in
alternative schools which were often further away from their homes. Many
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girls have to balance the need to combine studying and working to pay for
their children’s expenses.154
The new UN Sustainable Development Goals, adopted in September 2015,
include a goal to eliminate child marriage as a key target by 2030 for
advancing gender equality. Meeting this target requires a combination of
approaches, including: a commitment of political will and resources over
many years; willingness to acknowledge adolescent girls’ sexuality and
empower them with information and choices; and true coordination across
various sectors, including education, health, justice, and economic
development.155

Menstrual Hygiene and Lack of Adequate Sanitation in Schools
When [the girl’s] menstrual cycle began, she had blood on the
bench. Her friends teased her and the teacher beat her. From the
next day, she didn’t come again.
—Director of an NGO working with marginalized girls, Nepal, 2011
Case study: Bangladesh
In Bangladesh, a lack of hygienic materials and private toilets are a factor in
girls’ absence from school. This becomes more difficult for girls to manage
as they reach the onset of menstruation, when they become particularly likely
to miss school during menstrual periods. A study found that 40 percent of girls
reported missing school during menstruation for an average of three school
days each menstrual cycle.156 In this study, 82 percent of girls said their school
facilities were not appropriate for managing menstrual hygiene, 12 percent
had access to female-only toilets with water and soap available and only three
Human Rights Watch, “This Old Man Can Feed Us, You Will Marry Him”;
Forthcoming Human Rights Watch report on barriers to the right to secondary education
in Tanzania, 2016.
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July 31, 2015).
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percent said the toilet they used had a trash bin.157 Gaps in attendance caused
by a lack of sanitation and care for menstrual hygiene also compromise girls’
eligibility for government stipends linked to attendance, cause girls to fall
behind in their studies, and undermine parental support for keeping girls in
school.158
Girls’ right to education can be severely curtailed when schools lack
separate, safe, and clean sanitation facilities, or clean water to manage
menstruation. Sanitation-related barriers can lead to low attendance and
contribute to high drop-out rates for girls.
In Nepal, Sunita, age 19, told Human Rights Watch, “The government
should build toilets in schools. We had a toilet, but it was not good. If there
are proper toilets, girls will feel better when they are on their periods and
have to change their pads. Many girls stay home during their periods. They
were marked absent and wouldn’t be able to learn. They couldn’t catch up
because the course would have moved on. They would try to sit with their
friends and catch up, but the teacher wouldn’t repeat [information]. Some of
them left school because of this. Some got married then, some did not.”159
Girls who cannot afford sanitary napkins or who cannot change or dispose of
them privately may miss school during their periods.160 For example,
UNICEF estimates that 1 in 10 African girls miss school during
menstruation, which contributes to higher school drop-out rates for some
girls.161 Human Rights Watch spoke with girls in Haiti who leave school to
go home to wash and change the materials they use to manage their
menstruation because they cannot do that at school. This caused some to
miss as much as 30 minutes of instruction every time they needed to change
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their materials.162 Teachers in Haiti also told Human Rights Watch that girls
sometimes stay at home during menstruation because they have no option to
manage their hygiene at school.163
Even if girls do go to school during their periods, they may feel less
empowered or focused to participate if they lack sanitary supplies. Female
teachers are also affected but may not provide support due to engrained
taboos about periods.164 In Tanzania, adolescent girls told Human Rights
Watch they find it challenging to go to school and generally have very little
information and no one to talk to about periods, including female teachers.165
Michaela, who attends Form 4 said: “If you sit for too long, you find that
blood appears on your skirt. Boys laugh at you.”166
Moreover, girls with disabilities face additional challenges. In Nepal, girls
with disabilities often drop out of school once they reach puberty because
there are no support services in school. Not being able to move, dress, and
use the bathroom independently increases their vulnerability to intrusive
personal care or abuse. Accessible and inclusive menstrual hygiene
management and sanitation facilities are therefore particularly important in
enabling girls with disabilities to continue their education.167
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Prioritizing the construction or maintenance of adequate, accessible, and
separate, locking sanitation facilities, with access to safe drinking water and
waste disposal facilities, increasing the availability of hygiene materials in
schools (including in different formats such as plain language and Braille),
and ensuring schools talk about menstruation to girls and boys, should be a
policy priority for more governments. 168

Recommendations
1. Governments and parliaments should increase the legal age of
marriage to 18 for both men and women and monitor local compliance
with this age requirement by judges, local government officials, or
traditional leaders who are involved in performing or registering
marriages, and enforcement by police of laws criminalizing child
marriage.
2. Governments should increase positive incentives for girls to attend
school, including free meals, bicycles or transport subsidies, and
stipends for school attendance.
3. Governments should ensure schools have accessible, separate toilet
facilities with individual, locking toilets, soap and running water,
menstrual hygiene supplies, and disposal facilities, and take other
measures to ensure that schools have adequate menstrual hygiene
management in place.
4. Governments should add to the compulsory education curriculum
lessons on the harmfulness and illegality of child marriage, beginning
when students are at an early age.
5. Governments should establish programs in all schools, including
training of teachers and school administrators, to raise awareness
about the harm and illegality of child marriage, and to monitor the
student body for girls at risk of child marriage, and immediately raise
concerns about child marriage with parents and, when appropriate,
law enforcement.
UNICEF and Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health, “WASH in
Schools Empowers Girls’ Education: Proceedings of the Menstrual Hygiene Management
in Schools Virtual Conference 2012, 2012.
168
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6. Governments should establish accessible mechanisms for girls to
make confidential complaints regarding sexual harassment or violence
by other students, teachers, staff, or principals. Ensure the prompt and
effective investigation of such complaints, and prompt and appropriate
disciplinary action against perpetrators, including counseling,
suspension, termination, and prosecution when necessary.
7. Governments should end virginity testing and compulsory pregnancy
testing, and remove any wider legal or policy justifications for relying
on them.
8. Governments should remove any policies which directly or indirectly
prohibit girls from going back to school as a result of parenthood or
marriage, and monitor school compliance with such policies.
9. Governments should adopt special measures to protect the right to
education of young mothers who are of school-going age, and provide
catch-up opportunities and access to alternative education programs
for girls who have dropped out of school or were excluded from
education as a result of their pregnancy.
10.Governments should empower girls and boys with information and
knowledge about their reproductive and sexual rights by introducing
an age-appropriate and inclusive comprehensive sexuality and
reproductive health education curriculum, including in accessible
formats for children with different types of disabilities, and ensuring
teachers allocate sufficient time to teach it fully.

Education under Attack
In 2015, conflict disrupted the education of millions of children, and
according to Leila Zerrougui, the UN secretary general’s special
representative of the secretary general for children and armed conflict,
armed “groups perpetrating extreme violence also particularly targeted
children pursuing their right to education.”169
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Attacks on Schools
[The army] fired on my school with a tank. It was during science
class, but I was on my way to the bathroom. Two shells hit the
fourth floor. I was on the first floor. People started running away.
When I ran away, a shabiha [a state sponsored militia] caught
my shoulder, but I struggled and managed to get away.
The shabiha came into the school and shot the windows, broke
the computers. After that, I only went back to take my exams.
—Rami, 12, a refugee from Daraa governorate in Syria,
interviewed in Ramtha, Jordan, November 2012
Case study: Democratic Republic of Congo
In the Democratic Republic of Congo, Human Rights Watch documented
attacks on schools, students, and teachers. Children were also forcibly
recruited by armed groups in schools or while walking to or from school.
Many were then sent to fight on the battlefield with little to no training or
served as porters or cooks, and many of the girls were forced to be sex
slaves.170
A local resident told Human Rights Watch: “The first time the M23 [rebels]
came to attack, the FARDC [Congolese Armed Forces] had occupied our
school…. And when the FARDC had been driven out by the M23, then the
M23 also occupied our school…. Our school became the battlefield.”171
Attacks against schools have resulted in the damage and destruction of
school buildings, the death of students and teachers in or near school
compounds, and the closure of schools.172 According to the Global Coalition
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to Protect Education from Attack, since mid-2009, more than 30 countries
have experienced a pattern of targeted attacks on schools, teachers, and
students, or the military use and occupation of schools by armed forces and
armed groups.173
Under international humanitarian law, schools and other educational
structures are civilian objects that are protected from attack. They may only
be attacked if, and only for such time as, they are military objectives—those
objects that contribute to the military action and whose destruction at that
time would offer a definite military gain. Moreover, attacks on valid military
targets—including school buildings being used for military purposes—must
be neither indiscriminate nor disproportionate. Intentional attacks on
buildings dedicated to education are war crimes, as long as the building is
not a military objective.174
Case study: Ukraine
In Ukraine, since 2014, armed groups have shelled schools, destroyed
resources, and forced schools to close during the conflict. Even when schools
re-opened in an attempt to continue, merging students led to overcrowding,
some schools operated on a double-shift system, and the number of teaching
hours for children has been reduced.175
In one school which had a pre-conflict enrollment of 370 students, classes
were interrupted several times throughout the conflict, because of the intensity
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Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack, “Map of Affected Countries,”
undated, http://protectingeducation.org/country/afghanistan (accessed December 9,
2015).
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“Global: Schools No Havens in War Zones,” Human Rights Watch news release, July
20, 2011, https://www.hrw.org/news/2011/07/20/global-schools-no-havens-war-zones;
Schools and Armed Conflict: A Global Survey of Domestic Laws and State Practice
Protecting Schools from Attack and Military Use, July 2011,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2011/07/20/schools-and-armed-conflict/global-surveydomestic-laws-and-state-practice, pp. 26-27, 33.
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Yulia Gorbunova and Bede Sheppard (Human Rights Watch), “The last school bell in
Krasnohorivka,” commentary, Kyiv Post, November 11, 2015,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2015/11/11/last-school-bell-krasnohorivka.
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of hostilities. The school’s principal said: “In September, October, and
November 2014 there were no classes, school was closed. By mid-December,
the school re-opened and remained open until winter holidays [New Year’s
break]. Then there were a few days between January 15 and 19 [when the
school was open] and then—active fighting. We had to shut down again.
There was no electricity or heating for two months. We had to survive—we
survived the best we could.”

Military use of schools
In the past decade, armed forces and non-state armed groups, and at times
international peacekeeping forces have used schools and other institutions
for military purposes, in at least 26 countries with armed conflict in Africa,
the Americas, Asia, the Middle East, and Europe.177
In some cases, armed forces and armed groups have turned schoolgrounds
into battlegrounds, taking over educational institutions–kindergartens,
daycare centers, schools, and universities—for military purposes.178 Schools
have been used as barracks, logistic bases, headquarters, weapons and
ammunition storage caches, detention and interrogation centers, and
recruitment grounds in the majority of conflicts in recent years.179
Students and teachers have been displaced entirely or, in other instances,
forced to try to study with armed men present in their school, potentially
endangering their lives and safety, as well as their right to education. Even
where schools are vacant at the time, the damage to school infrastructure
from looting and attacks by opposing forces, as well as, in some instances,
176
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https://www.hrw.org/report/2016/02/11/studying-under-fire/attacks-schools-military-useschools-during-armed-conflict#5b2ddf.
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Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack, “Protecting Schools and
Universities from Military Use,” undated, http://www.protectingeducation.org/restrictingmilitary-use-and-occupation (accessed April 8, 2016).
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Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack, “Lessons in War 2015: Military
Use of Schools and Universities during Armed Conflict,” April, 2015,
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the ongoing presence of troops when schools could reopen may prevent
children from resuming their education. 180
In investigations in Afghanistan, India, Yemen, Pakistan, South Sudan,
Syria, and Nigeria, among others, Human Rights Watch found that in
addition to endangering students’ and teachers’ safety, military use of
schools also hinders children’s access to education and lowers the quality of
learning. It can disrupt studies, lower school enrollment, decrease school
attendance, and cause damage school infrastructure.181
Case study: Yemen
In Yemen, armed forces and armed groups attacked at least 82 schools in
Sanaa, and deployed and occupied at least 54 schools for military purposes
in Sanaa during the protests in 2011.182 Between March 2015, when a Saudiled coalition began an aerial bombardment campaign of Yemen, and October
2015, 174 schools were destroyed and 611 damaged, including a school for
blind children.183 Schools have been used as barracks, bases, weapons
storage facilities, observation points, firing positions, and detention centers.
At schools used by armed forces and armed groups in Sanaa, Human Rights
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Human Rights Watch, Pakistan—“Their Future is At Stake”: Attacks on Teachers and
Schools in Pakistan’s Balochistan Province, December 2010,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2010/12/13/their-future-stake/attacks-teachers-and-schoolspakistans-balochistan-province; Yemen—Classrooms in the crosshairs: Military use of
schools in Yemen`s capital, September 2012,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2012/09/11/classrooms-crosshairs/military-use-schoolsyemens-capital; South Sudan—“We Can Die Too”: Recruitment and Use of Child
Soldiers in South Sudan,” December 2015, https://www.hrw.org/node/284325; Syria—
Safe no more: Students and Schools Under Attack in Syria, June 2013,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2013/06/05/safe-no-more/students-and-schools-under-attacksyria; Nigeria—“Those Terrible Weeks in Their Camp:”: Boko Haram violence against
women and girls in Northeast Nigeria, November 2014
https://www.hrw.org/report/2014/10/27/those-terrible-weeks-their-camp/boko-haramviolence-against-women-and-girls.
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UNICEF Yemen, “Bi-Weekly Situation Report,” Reporting period 1-15 November
2011, http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/F_R_439.pdf (accessed May
20, 2016).
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Watch documented disruptions to studies, lower school enrollment,
decreased school attendance, and damage to school infrastructure. 184
Since 2013, international actors, including the Global Coalition to Protect
Education from Attack, have led global efforts to encourage governments to
adopt Guidelines for Protecting Schools and Universities from Military Use
during Armed Conflict. In 2014, Norway and Argentina led efforts to
develop the Safe Schools Declaration through state consultations. The
declaration provides states the opportunity to express broad political support
for the protection and continuation of education in armed conflict, and is the
instrument for states to endorse and commit to implement the Guidelines.
The Safe Schools Declaration was endorsed by an initial group of 37 states
in May 2015. As of May 2016, 53 states are signatories.185

Extremist Acts Against Girls’ Education
In the last few years, girls have become the main targets of extremist groups
in many countries around the world.186 Attacks on schools and abductions of
schoolgirls or female teachers have impacted on girls’ access to education and
hindered attempts to improve access to quality education, build a stronger
female teacher base, and narrow the gap between education for girls and
boys.187
Case study: Nigeria
In Nigeria, Boko Haram has abducted at least 2,000 women and girls from
northern Nigeria since 2009, including the kidnapping of 276 schoolgirls
from Chibok in April 2014, and has perpetrated numerous human rights
abuses against them in captivity. Many fatal incidents damaging education,
maiming and killing children, and affecting the general security in the region
184
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Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack, “Safe Schools Declaration
Endorsements,” undated, http://protectingeducation.org/guidelines/support (accessed
April 8, 2016).
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continue to be perpetrated on a regular basis.188 Spokespersons for Boko
Haram have frequently expressed an aversion to Western-style education for
girls, preferring instead that the girls attend Quranic schools or marry from
as young as nine.189
This has led to a serious destabilization of education in several states in
northeast Nigeria, further contributing to an already dire state of education.
As a school official told Human Rights Watch:
Even before we were attacked, parents stopped sending children
to us [school]. Fear that those things that had been happening in
other areas had come to our town. Sometimes we would go to
school and do nothing because no children were coming to
school. The school was not closed but no students were coming.
Some parents had sent their children to Niger to be refugees
there.190
In many cases, girls and boys are also targeted by armed groups where those
groups aim to attack or destroy government institutions. In cases where
governments must adopt army-led interventions to tackle such attacks, they
must always plan those with critical human rights and protection concerns in
mind to protect all civilians, and refrain from using schools for military
purposes.191
Case study: Afghanistan
In Afghanistan, threats and attacks on female teachers and students by the
Taliban and other insurgent groups, and targeted attacks on girls’ schools in
particular have resulted in major disruptions and denial of girls’ right to
UNICEF, “Missing Childhoods: The impact of armed conflict on children in Nigeria
and beyond,” April 2015,
http://www.unicef.org/media/files/Child_Alert_MISSING_CHILDHOODS_Embargo_00
_01_GMT_13_April.pdf (accessed December 13, 2015), p. 5.
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education.192 Out of the estimated 3.3 million Afghan children who do not
attend school, the majority are girls.193 Attacks have included schools being
set on fire, suicide bombings and remotely detonated bombs, killings of
staff, threats to staff, and abductions.194
After a decrease in documented incidents after 2010, attacks increased in
2014, mainly due to attacks by armed opposition groups on schools used as
polling stations for the presidential elections.195
In 2015, although civilian casualties from education-related incidents
decreased, overall incidents increased by over 50 per cent. 196 Threats and
intimidation directed at teachers and educational staff in 2015 resulted in the
closure of more than 222 schools across Afghanistan for varying periods of
time, affecting at least 124,000 students, about half of them girls.197 These
attacks have made it difficult for all children in affected areas to attend school;
however, they have had a disproportionately adverse effect on girls because
the schools are either closed or families are unwilling to send daughters to
schools in insecure areas. In some areas, this has meant that progress made
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since 2001 in girls’ access to education has been rolled back.198 In areas under
Taliban control, Taliban authorities have often closed girls’ schools or
imposed strict restrictions on the curriculum.199

Recommendations
1. All parties to an armed conflict should abide by their obligations
under international humanitarian law and not attack education
institutions that are not being used for military purposes. Redress
should be provided where violations have occurred.
2. Governments, local organizations, and relevant international agencies
should rigorously monitor attacks against education and use that
information to devise effective, coordinated responses, including
preventive interventions, rapid response, and both legal and non-legal
accountability measures for perpetrators.
3. Governments should systematically investigate and prosecute in
accordance with international standards those individuals responsible
for ordering, taking part in, or bearing command responsibility for the
range of violations of international human rights, humanitarian, and
criminal law that constitute attacks on education.
4. All governments should endorse the Safe Schools Declaration and
implement the Guidelines for Protecting Schools and Universities
from Military Use during Armed Conflict.
5. Governments should adopt special measures to ensure girls can
continue to go to school in highly insecure areas, including by
reducing the distance to school, offering distance learning programs,
and setting up protective spaces for girls and teachers.

Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack, “Country Profiles: Afghanistan,”
undated, http://www.protectingeducation.org/country-profile/afghanistan (accessed
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Economic Exploitation of Children
I did well at school but when I started [mining], my
performance went down because I did not have the time to
study after coming back from the site, I was tired then.
—Eric, 17, who was attending the last year of junior high school
and dropped out to work, Ghana, April 2015
I used to go to school when I was little, but I was working in
tobacco. Two years ago, when I was 15, 16, I stopped going to
school. I would just work year round. Now I started going to
school… It’s a lot of work. Once I started school when I was
17, I never missed school to go to work. They say in school,
every day counts.
—Luciano P., 18, who worked in tobacco farms in Kentucky,
United States, September 2013
In 2000, Kofi Annan, then-UN Secretary-General, reminded governments of
the consequences of extreme poverty on children: “To enable families living
in poverty to survive, a quarter of a billion children aged 14 and under, both
in and out of school, now work, often in hazardous or unhealthy conditions.
They toil in urban sweatshops; on farms or as domestic servants; selling gum
or cleaning shoes in urban streets; clambering down dangerous mine shafts;
and—in distressing numbers—bonded or sold into sexual services.”200
According to the International Labour Organization (ILO), in 2012, 168
million children between the ages of 15 and 17 were engaged in child labor,
including 75 million below the age of 12. 85 million children were engaged
in hazardous child labor.201

United Nations, Kofi Annan, Secretary-General of the United Nations, “We the
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Child labor is inextricably linked to education, particularly when children of
compulsory school-going age—6 to 15 in most countries—are at work and
not in school.202 Children who do not have access to quality education often
drop out of school and enter the workforce, particularly to supplement
family income. In many cases, children also engage in labor in order to pay
for their own school fees and expenses. Girls are sometimes put to work by
their families to raise money to pay for their brothers to go to school, or are
kept home to work raising their younger siblings.203
The ILO has found that school attendance rates of working children are only
about half of those of non-working children.204 In many cases documented
by Human Rights Watch, children dropped out of full-time education to
work.205 Children working as domestic workers, for example, are often not
allowed to go to school by their employers.206
In situations where children are forced to combine work and education,
performance at school often suffers, particularly when children work very
long hours or when they are exposed to toxic products in hazardous work,
which may have an adverse effect on children’s ability to learn.207 Andrew, a
Angela Melchiorre and Ed Atkins, “At What Age? ...are school-children employed,
married and taken to court? Trends over time,” 2011, http://www.right-toeducation.org/sites/right-to-education.org/files/resourceattachments/RTE_At%20What%20Age_Report_2011.pdf (accessed March 3, 2016).
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14-year-old boy working in underwater gold mines in the Philippines, said:
“In school, I was often tired so that I often doze off. My seatmates would
wake me up.”208
Case study: Senegal
In Senegal, tens of thousands of children, who often face multiple barriers to
access public schools, are sent to the country’s biggest cities to attend
residential Quranic schools. While in these schools, students known as
talibés are, in many cases, barely taught and instead are forced to beg on the
streets for long hours, required to bring a daily quota of money back to their
teachers, or marabouts. These talibés are subjected to conditions akin to
slavery, forced to endure often extreme forms of physical and psychological
abuse, neglect, and exploitation by the marabouts, who serve as their de
facto guardians. In recent years, numerous children have died as a result of
abuse, including nine children who burned to death in a dilapidated Quranic
school in 2013. The mistreatment and neglect pushes thousands of talibés to
flee to a life on the street, where they live a precarious existence and are
vulnerable to abuse and exploitation by street gangs and criminals. 209
The Senegalese government has very rarely investigated and prosecuted
abusive marabouts despite the widespread and open nature of the abuse, a
2005 law that prohibits forced begging and trafficking of children, and a law
that criminalizes physical abuse and willful neglect of children. A draft law
which would regulate the Quranic schools has stalled in parliament. The lack
of accountability for abusive marabouts and the failure of the Senegalese
state to play a regulatory role, contributes to the rising number of boys
enduring this abuse and emboldens the so-called teachers using religious
education as a cover for economic exploitation of the children in their
charge. 210
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Governments should ensure children are protected from economic
exploitation and from performing any hazardous work, or work which
interferes with compulsory education, or impacts on their health or
development.211 An effective response to child labor requires a complex
guarantee of multiple rights. To enforce children’s right to education,
governments must also put equal effort into other areas, including social
protection mechanisms to address the root causes of a child’s need to work,
and health interventions to respond to the impact of hazardous work on
many children.212

Recommendations
1. Governments should ratify and implement the International Labour
Organization’s 1973 Minimum Age Convention (No. 138) and 1999
Worst Forms of Child Labor Convention (No. 182).
2. Governments should enforce laws governing child labor and develop
policies and programs related to the human rights of child workers.
Allocate the resources needed to provide for a sufficient number of
labor inspectors and ensure adequate enforcement powers to guarantee
effective implementation of child labor laws.
3. Governments should ensure legislation on the minimum age of full
time employment is not lower than the end of compulsory education.
211

CRC, art. 32 (1); The Committee on the Rights of the Child provides a non-exhaustive
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4. Governments should ensure the availability of free education,
including informal education and vocational training, for children
removed from the worst forms of child labor, including children used
as soldiers.
5. Governments should take steps to address the root causes of child
labor, including by providing stipends conditional on school
attendance to offset lost income from child labor, guaranteeing access
to free primary education, educating parents about the risks of
hazardous labor, and providing basic social protections to orphans and
other children affected by HIV/AIDS.

Deprivation of Liberty
UNICEF has estimated that more than 1 million children around the world
are behind bars.213 Facilities where children are held are often little more
than warehouses. Educational services are often not available to children
who are held for acts of delinquency, on national security grounds, or for
immigration control.
Children held for acts of delinquency are too often placed in facilities that
lack the staff and infrastructure necessary to provide anger management
classes, life skills training, counselling, and other rehabilitative support.214
Children who are deprived of their liberty in the name of protection or care,
including children with disabilities, frequently do not receive the education
and other services they need and are often subjected to neglect and abuse in
orphanages or closed institutions.215
Migrant children, both accompanied and unaccompanied, are often
arbitrarily detained in inadequate detention facilities without access to any
formal education and are generally not allowed to leave detention centers to
UNICEF, “Child protection from violence, exploitation and abuse, Justice for
Children,” undated, http://www.unicef.org/protection/57929_57999.html (accessed
March 2, 2016).
214
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215
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attend school.216 Moreover, the threat of immigration detention or
deportations may lead families to avoid registering their children in the
official school system.217
As a general rule, deprivation of children’s liberty should be used only as a
last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time. Children should
never be detained solely for the purposes of immigration control. The UN
Committee on the Rights of the Child calls on states, in the exceptional cases
where children are detained, to ensure that they receive care appropriate to
their age, including access to education: “Such access should be granted
without discrimination and in particular, separated and unaccompanied girls
shall have equal access to formal and informal education, including
vocational training at all levels.
Case study: Thailand
In Thailand, thousands of children are arbitrarily detained in squalid
immigration facilities. A 2014 Human Rights Watch investigation found that
the Thai government fails to uphold asylum-seeking children’s rights, risks
children’s health and wellbeing, and denies them their right to education.
None of the children interviewed by Human Rights Watch received a formal
education in detention, which stymied their social and intellectual
development. Children are often held for weeks, months, and years at a time
when their education is crucial to their development. Niza, a Rohingya boy
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held in a shelter, said “There’s no school here.… Even in Burma, we went to
the mosque. But here, we don’t do anything all day.”218
Access to quality education should also be ensured for children with special
needs, in particular children with disabilities.”219 The United Nation’s
revised Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, adopted in
2015, outline the compulsory nature of education for young prisoners, which
should be integrated with the educational system of the country to ensure
young prisoners can resume education in ordinary schools.220

Recommendations
1. Governments should not detain children for immigration purposes.
2. In other cases, including in cases of children accused of or found
guilty of committing crimes, detention should be used only as a
measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time.
3. In the exceptional cases where children are detained they should
receive services and care appropriate to their age, including access to
compulsory education.
4. Governments should develop a clear, time-bound plan with adequate
resources to end the institutionalization of children, with extremely
limited exceptions granted to emergency and temporary use of
institutions; and either return children living in institutions to their
birth families or place them in foster or adoptive families.
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IV. Impact of Global Crises on Children’s Education
Education, a basic human right, is frequently found to be
interrupted, delayed or even denied during the reconstruction
process and early response to emergencies.
—Vernor Muñoz, former United Nations special rapporteur on
education, 2008
There are schools, but not so many students because people are
afraid to send their children because of the Taliban. One school
is only open one day a week. Children do not go. The Taliban
doesn’t allow children to go to school. If families let children
go, the Taliban will kill them because in the future they may
work for foreigners.
—Tarek, 16, from Helmand Province, Afghanistan, now a refugee in
Greece, May 2015
Every year, natural hazards, armed conflict, and long-term humanitarian
crises put millions of children and young people at risk of not getting any
form of education. During such emergencies, community services and
normal support mechanisms—through schools and communities—are
disrupted.221 Children and their families face dangerous and rapidly
changing situations.
Many children are unable to claim their right to education when crises hit
countries and education services are not set up accordingly.222 The UN
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special rapporteur on education identified emergencies as “a source of
serious violations of the right to education.”223
A UN General Assembly resolution on the right to education in emergencies
recommended Member States “ensure access to education in emergency
situations to all affected populations, in accordance with their obligations
under international law and without discrimination of any kind,” and urged
governments “to provide quality education in emergency situations that is
gender-sensitive, centered on learners, rights-based, protective, adaptable,
inclusive, participatory and reflective of the specific living conditions of
children and youth and that pays due regard, as appropriate, to their
linguistic and cultural identity.”224

Armed Conflict
In wars, children are the only losers regardless of their
nationalities and where they’re coming from.
—Mohammed S., Syrian father, now a refugee in Jordan, October
2015
Armed conflict challenges the realization of the right to education. Children
living in countries affected by armed conflict are less likely to attend school
than other children, and many experience prolonged interruptions to their
studies and some abandon their efforts to learn. According to UNICEF, one
in four children living in conflict zones are out of school,225 and nearly 87
million children under the age of 7 have spent their entire lives in conflict
zones.226
223
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Case study: Gaza
In 2014, the Israeli incursion in Gaza led to vast destruction of the
precarious education infrastructure. Half of all schools, kindergartens, and
university buildings were damaged or destroyed, including the only school
for children with disabilities.227 Reconstruction is hampered by restrictions
on incoming construction materials and funding shortages.228 More than 90
percent of United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees
in the Near East (UNRWA) schools in Gaza run double shifts, truncating
education.229
Mustafa Na’em, a 15-year-old boy from Gaza, told Human Rights Watch:
All year, my daily walk to school was sad. Destruction is
everywhere. Our school was partly destroyed and I am so sad
about that. When we started the first semester last year, I
couldn’t believe my eyes. Most of the classrooms, water sinks,
and other facilities had been hit by missiles. In the walls of the
school, you could see the bullet marks. At first we had to use
bricks to sit on instead of desks and chairs in our classrooms. In
a single classroom, there were 50 students instead of 25,
because my school had to take students from other schools that
were completely destroyed. As a result, my school became
double-shifted and overcrowded. This had a huge psychological
effect on us.230
United Nations Development Programme, “Detailed Infrastructure Damage
Assessment: Gaza 2014,” 2014,
http://www.ps.undp.org/content/dam/papp/docs/Publications/UNDP-papp-researchdammageassessment2014.pdf (accessed March 1, 2016).
228
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August 17, 2015,
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229
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Case study: Central African Republic
In the Central African Republic, Human Rights Watch found in 2015 that
the limited education humanitarian response was not inclusive of children
with disabilities. In one instance, as of April 2015, one temporary school set
up in M’Poko internally displaced persons (IDP) camp, supported by UN
agencies, had enrolled nearly 3,800 children, but only 14 had mild physical
or sensory disabilities.
The director of the school told Human Rights Watch that the school was
unable to accommodate children with sensory, psychosocial, or intellectual
disabilities because teachers are not appropriately trained and facilities are
inaccessible. Children with physical disabilities are often unable to attend
school due to lack of adequate seating and accommodations or because of
parental concerns that they will be left behind in the case of an attack.231
During times of conflict and insecurity, maintaining ongoing access to
education is of vital importance for children. If they remain safe and
protective environments, schools can provide an important sense of
normality that is crucial to a child’s development and psychological wellbeing. Schools can also help provide important safety information and
services.232

Natural Hazards and Health Crises
Changing precipitation patterns such as drought, and shorter but more
intense rainfall, which lead to desertification and flooding, food insecurity,
migration, and increased conflict, often have a direct impact on children’s
ability to stay in school.233 In 2011, drought in the Horn of Africa
“Central African Republic: People with Disabilities Left Behind, Aid Agencies Should
Include Them in Planning; Meet Basic Needs,” Human Rights Watch news release, April
28, 2015, https://www.hrw.org/news/2015/04/28/central-african-republic-peopledisabilities-left-behind.
232
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E2%80%93-essential-component-humanitarian-response (accessed March 1, 2016).
233
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exacerbated a malnutrition and hunger crisis which spread out to Sahel
countries in West Africa. 8.5 million children were estimated to be out of
primary school across many of the countries worst affected by the prolonged
impact of natural hazards.234
When water is not available in the house, the burden of collecting water
outside of the household falls disproportionately on girls. The time spent
collecting water may make girls late for school, or prevent them from
attending at all. In some cases, girls may also be at high risk of assault,
kidnapping, and forced recruitment into armed groups.235
Though urban households may be closer to water sources than rural ones,
wait times or long lines at boreholes or wells mean girls in urban areas may
also experience similar negative impacts on educational opportunity due to
collecting water for their households.236 In Turkana region of northwestern
Kenya, Human Rights Watch visited a girls’ school where the girls must
walk several kilometers every day to reach a dry riverbed where they dig for
water and then transport 25-liter jerry cans back to the school, thus missing
out on classes.237
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Forced Displacement
I cannot live in Syria. I cannot continue my studies. We can’t
walk safely on the street. We can’t guarantee our lives. They
attack the schools, they attack the mosques. My school was
bombed. A plane attacked it at night. One month later, we
moved to Quneitra. A year after we arrived, that school was
destroyed too.
—Adnan, 16, from Damascus, seeking asylum in Greece, May 2015
As of June 2015, continued instability and conflict led to the displacement of
around 19.5 million refugees worldwide; including over 38 million people
who were internally displaced due to conflict. Half of them are children.238
Conflict in the Middle East and North Africa region alone has driven 13
million children out of school.239 The ongoing armed conflict in Syria, for
example, has forced four million Syrian children out of school for over four
years.240 Research from the Norwegian Refugee Council shows that
internally displaced and refugee children often find themselves in camps
without adequate numbers of places in school, or in schools without
curriculum or language relevant to those children.241

Internally Displaced Children
Displaced children, as citizens of their countries, have a right to education
and training in their new communities, but in practice face significant
UNHCR, “Worldwide displacement hits all-time high as war and persecution
increase,” June 18, 2015, http://www.unhcr.org/558193896.html (accessed May 23,
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18, 2015, http://www.unhcr.org/5672c2576.html (accessed March 1, 2016).
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hurdles in continuing their education. The UN Guiding Principles on
Internal Displacement recommend that “authorities concerned shall ensure
that such persons, in particular displaced children, receive education which
shall be free and compulsory at the primary level. Education should respect
their cultural identity, language and religion.”242 Moreover, adolescents and
women should have access to education and training facilities, as soon as
conditions permit.243
Case study: Nigeria
According to the UN, 2.5 million people have fled their homes in northern
Nigeria due to the Boko Haram insurgency of whom 2.2 million are
internally displaced. According to UNICEF, 46,453 school-age children
displaced in Adamawa, Borno, Gombe, and Yobe states have been enrolled
into schools.244 This represents less than 10 percent of the over 800,000
displaced out-of-school children, many of whom have never had access to
education.
While the federal government has been supported to deliver education
services to IDP children through the Safe Schools Initiative, Human Rights
Watch found that key constraints include lack of competent teachers,
inadequate teaching materials, difficulties in data collection due to fluid
movement of IDP population, and limited funding for education services.245
These factors have limited the reach and quality of delivery of education
services by all actors to children in the Northeastern states most affected by
the conflict.
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For parents, the poor quality of teaching at the camp learning spaces evokes
nostalgia for what they left behind in their violence-ravaged communities. A
father of nine lamented:
There is no school here. What we have is rubbish. The children
go for some hours and come back. They are not learning
anything. No books. Only writing paper. It is not worth keeping
my children here [in Maiduguri]. When I have [the] chance we
will go back to our village.246
To some others, the classes in the camp present the opportunity to enjoy a
right that was never available to them back home. A woman from Gwoza
told Human Rights Watch:
When my children saw classes in here [camp], they were
happy.... I am satisfied with the lessons. Me too, I have joined
the adult class. I like Math, English, and Hausa. I only finished
primary school before I married.247

Refugee Children
Systemic barriers in host country education systems may be particularly
severe for refugee children. The UN Convention on Refugees provides that
governments hosting refugees must accord the same treatment accorded to
their own nationals with respect to elementary education.248 The principle of
nondiscrimination extends to all persons of school age residing in the
territory of a State party, including non-nationals, irrespective of their legal
status.249 The CRC requires that governments adopt appropriate efforts to
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cater to the special needs of asylum seeking and refugee children.250
Moreover, governments should apply special efforts to ensure the full and
equal participation of women and girls in educational programs.251
Case study: Iran
In Iran, access to education has frequently been described as one of the great
benefits many Afghan boys and girls have acquired through living in the
country. The government estimates that 280,000 Afghan primary and
secondary school pupils and another 11,000 university students currently
studying in Iranian educational institutions.252
The Iranian government also requires registered Afghan children to pay
school fees, which authorities consider nominal but which some Afghans say
are onerous.253 According to Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), in 2012 tuition fees for primary,
junior high, and high school were raised as a consequence of the removal of
subsidies, affecting both Iranian nationals and refugees. Tuition fees
increased between 42 to 50 percent during the 2012-13 school year as
compared to the previous academic year.254 A sizeable portion of
unregistered Afghan migrants in Iran are deprived of education as a result of
Iranian policies. Afghans without legal status or valid refugee documents
face many difficulties in obtaining education for their children, with many
children going uneducated or attending underground schools as a result.255
In 2015, Iran reportedly allowed all Afghan children, including
undocumented ones, to register for schools after Supreme Leader Ali
250
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Khamenei issued a ruling reaffirming the need for universal education.256
However, some reports indicate that only 10 percent of Afghan children who
were left out of school were able to enroll in schools.257
In many cases, the matriculation fees and related costs of schooling prevent
many refugee children from attending school.258 In Jordan, Lebanon, and
Turkey, the countries hosting most Syrian refugee children, Human Rights
Watch has found that schools often impose a condition for refugee children
to present previous assessment or evidence of grades that they no longer
possess in order to register.259 School officials are often unwilling to accept
refugee or foreign children in their schools, particularly where children may
have limited language skills. Others are denied enrollment because schools
have no room for them, or in some cases, do not have adequate inclusive
education systems in place to cater to children with disabilities or those
experiencing learning barriers.260
Beyond the immediate barriers imposed by schools or education ministries,
Human Rights Watch has found that strict or xenophobic immigration
policies in host countries often act as a fundamental barrier stopping many
children from accessing formal or informal education programs.
In the extreme cases where governments summarily remove citizenship or
formal residence status from children from refugee or migrant communities,
children are forced to drop out of schools and may have limited prospects of
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re-enrolling in public schools. The threat of deportation may also encourage
parents to keep children at home.261

Recommendations
1. Governments should ensure education is integrated into national
planning for natural hazards and disaster risk reduction, and increase
special protections or financial measures for children who are at risk
of dropping out.
2. Humanitarian leaders, donors and humanitarian agencies should
strengthen the role and place of education in humanitarian
programming, ensuring all humanitarian responses include education
interventions.
3. Host states, and bilateral and multilateral donors should provide
resources and technical cooperation to ensure the continuity of
education in planning for emergencies and early recovery.
4. Governments and humanitarian and development agencies should
ensure that internally displaced, asylum seeking and refugee children
and youth are included in national education plans, and collect better
data to monitor their situation.
5. Donor governments and multilateral agencies should provide greater
support to governments struggling to meet the education needs of
internally displaced and refugee children, particularly in remote areas.
6. Governments hosting children of foreign nationality regardless of
immigration status should provide access to free and compulsory
primary education, and provide opportunities for adolescents to access
secondary education or vocational and skills training on an equal basis
with their nationals.
7. Governments should de-link immigration-related requirements from
enrollment criteria, including residence permits or school fees, which
are not regularly applicable to nationals of their countries, particularly

Human Rights Watch, Dominican Republic—“We Are Dominican:” Arbitrary
Deprivation of Nationality in the Dominican Republic, June 2015,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2015/07/01/we-are-dominican/arbitrary-deprivationnationality-dominican-republic.
261
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where such requirements effectively serve to isolate or discriminate
against refugee and asylum-seeking children.
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Annex I: What Have Governments Signed Up To?
Universally Agreed Commitments262
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948
1. Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the
elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be
compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally
available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis
of merit.
2. Education shall be directed to the full development of the human
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and
friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the
activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
3. Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be
given to their children.

Legally Binding Obligations263
International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights, 1969
Article 13

1. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone
to education. They agree that education shall be directed to the full
development of the human personality and the sense of its dignity, and shall
strengthen the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. They
262
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further agree that education shall enable all persons to participate effectively
in a free society, promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all
nations and all racial, ethnic or religious groups, and further the activities of
the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
2. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize that, with a view to
achieving the full realization of this right:
(a) Primary education shall be compulsory and available free to all;
(b) Secondary education in its different forms, including technical and
vocational secondary education, shall be made generally available and
accessible to all by every appropriate means, and in particular by the
progressive introduction of free education;
(c) Higher education shall be made equally accessible to all, on the basis of
capacity, by every appropriate means, and in particular by the progressive
introduction of free education;
(d) Fundamental education shall be encouraged or intensified as far as
possible for those persons who have not received or completed the whole
period of their primary education;
(e) The development of a system of schools at all levels shall be actively
pursued, an adequate fellowship system shall be established, and the
material conditions of teaching staff shall be continuously improved.
3. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to have respect for
the liberty of parents and, when applicable, legal guardians to choose for
their children schools, other than those established by the public authorities,
which conform to such minimum educational standards as may be laid down
or approved by the State and to ensure the religious and moral education of
their children in conformity with their own convictions.
4. No part of this article shall be construed so as to interfere with the liberty
of individuals and bodies to establish and direct educational institutions,
subject always to the observance of the principles set forth in paragraph I of
this article and to the requirement that the education given in such
institutions shall conform to such minimum standards as may be laid down
by the State.
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Article 14

Each State Party to the present Covenant which, at the time of becoming a
Party, has not been able to secure in its metropolitan territory or other
territories under its jurisdiction compulsory primary education, free of
charge, undertakes, within two years, to work out and adopt a detailed plan
of action for the progressive implementation, within a reasonable number of
years, to be fixed in the plan, of the principle of compulsory education free
of charge for all.
Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, 1979
Article 10

States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination
against women in order to ensure to them equal rights with men in the field
of education and in particular to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and
women:
(a) The same conditions for career and vocational guidance, for access to
studies and for the achievement of diplomas in educational establishments of
all categories in rural as well as in urban areas; this equality shall be ensured
in pre-school, general, technical, professional and higher technical
education, as well as in all types of vocational training;
(b) Access to the same curricula, the same examinations, teaching staff with
qualifications of the same standard and school premises and equipment of
the same quality;
(c) The elimination of any stereotyped concept of the roles of men and
women at all levels and in all forms of education by encouraging
coeducation and other types of education which will help to achieve this aim
and, in particular, by the revision of textbooks and school programmes and
the adaptation of teaching methods;
(d ) The same opportunities to benefit from scholarships and other study
grants;
(e) The same opportunities for access to programmes of continuing
education, including adult and functional literacy programmes, particularly
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those aimed at reducing, at the earliest possible time, any gap in education
existing between men and women;
(f) The reduction of female student drop-out rates and the organization of
programmes for girls and women who have left school prematurely;
(g) The same Opportunities to participate actively in sports and physical
education;
(h) Access to specific educational information to help to ensure the health
and well-being of families, including information and advice on family
planning.
Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989
Article 28

1. States Parties recognize the right of the child to education, and with a
view to achieving this right progressively and on the basis of equal
opportunity, they shall, in particular:
(a) Make primary education compulsory and available free to all;
(b) Encourage the development of different forms of secondary education,
including general and vocational education, make them available and
accessible to every child, and take appropriate measures such as the
introduction of free education and offering financial assistance in case of
need;
(c) Make higher education accessible to all on the basis of capacity by every
appropriate means;
(d) Make educational and vocational information and guidance available and
accessible to all children;
(e) Take measures to encourage regular attendance at schools and the
reduction of drop-out rates.
2. States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that school
discipline is administered in a manner consistent with the child's human
dignity and in conformity with the present Convention.
3. States Parties shall promote and encourage international cooperation in
matters relating to education, in particular with a view to contributing to the
elimination of ignorance and illiteracy throughout the world and facilitating
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access to scientific and technical knowledge and modern teaching methods.
In this regard, particular account shall be taken of the needs of developing
countries.
Article 29

1. States Parties agree that the education of the child shall be directed to:
(a) The development of the child's personality, talents and mental and
physical abilities to their fullest potential;
(b) The development of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,
and for the principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations;
(c) The development of respect for the child's parents, his or her own
cultural identity, language and values, for the national values of the country
in which the child is living, the country from which he or she may originate,
and for civilizations different from his or her own;
(d) The preparation of the child for responsible life in a free society, in the
spirit of understanding, peace, tolerance, equality of sexes, and friendship
among all peoples, ethnic, national and religious groups and persons of
indigenous origin;
(e) The development of respect for the natural environment.
2. No part of the present article or article 28 shall be construed so as to
interfere with the liberty of individuals and bodies to establish and direct
educational institutions, subject always to the observance of the principle set
forth in paragraph 1 of the present article and to the requirements that the
education given in such institutions shall conform to such minimum
standards as may be laid down by the State.
Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and
Members of their Families, 1990
Article 30

Each child of a migrant worker shall have the basic right of access to
education on the basis of equality of treatment with nationals of the State
concerned. Access to public pre-school educational institutions or schools
shall not be refused or limited by reason of the irregular situation with
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respect to stay or employment of either parent or by reason of the
irregularity of the child's stay in the State of employment.
Article 43

1. Migrant workers shall enjoy equality of treatment with nationals of the
State of employment in relation to:
(a) Access to educational institutions and services subject to the admission
requirements and other regulations of the institutions and services
concerned;
(b) Access to vocational guidance and placement services;
(c) Access to vocational training and retraining facilities and institutions;

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 2008
Article 24 - Education

1. States Parties recognize the right of persons with disabilities to education.
With a view to realizing this right without discrimination and on the basis of
equal opportunity, States Parties shall ensure an inclusive education system
at all levels and life long learning directed to:
(a) The full development of human potential and sense of dignity and selfworth, and the strengthening of respect for human rights, fundamental
freedoms and human diversity;
(b) The development by persons with disabilities of their
personality, talents and creativity, as well as their mental and
physical abilities, to their fullest potential;
(c) Enabling persons with disabilities to participate effectively in a free
society.
2. In realizing this right, States Parties shall ensure that:
(a) Persons with disabilities are not excluded from the general education
system on the basis of disability, and that children with disabilities are not
excluded from free and compulsory primary education, or from secondary
education, on the basis of disability;
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(b) Persons with disabilities can access an inclusive, quality and free primary
education and secondary education on an equal basis with others in the
communities in which they live;
(c) Reasonable accommodation of the individual's requirements is provided;
(d) Persons with disabilities receive the support required, within the general
education system, to facilitate their effective education;
(e) Effective individualized support measures are provided in environments
that maximize academic and social development, consistent with the goal of
full inclusion.
3. States Parties shall enable persons with disabilities to learn life and social
development skills to facilitate their full and equal participation in education
and as members of the community. To this end, States Parties shall take
appropriate measures, including:
(a) Facilitating the learning of Braille, alternative script, augmentative and
alternative modes, means and formats of communication and orientation and
mobility skills, and facilitating peer support and mentoring;
(b) Facilitating the learning of sign language and the promotion of the
linguistic identity of the deaf community;
(c) Ensuring that the education of persons, and in particular children, who
are blind, deaf or deafblind, is delivered in the most appropriate languages
and modes and means of communication for the individual, and in
environments which maximize academic and social development.
4. In order to help ensure the realization of this right, States Parties shall take
appropriate measures to employ teachers, including teachers with
disabilities, who are qualified in sign language and/or Braille, and to train
professionals and staff who work at all levels of education. Such training
shall incorporate disability awareness and the use of appropriate
augmentative and alternative modes, means and formats of communication,
educational techniques and materials to support persons with disabilities.
5. States Parties shall ensure that persons with disabilities are able to access
general tertiary education, vocational training, adult education and lifelong
learning without discrimination and on an equal basis with others. To this
end, States Parties shall ensure that reasonable accommodation is provided
to persons with disabilities.
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International Development Commitments

2000-2015
Millennium Development Goal 2264
Ensure that, by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls alike, will be able
to complete a full course of primary schooling.
Education for All Goals265
Goal 1: Expanding and improving comprehensive early childhood care and
education, especially for the most vulnerable and disadvantaged children.
Goal 2: Ensuring that by 2015 all children, particularly girls, children in
difficult circumstances and those belonging to ethnic minorities, have access
to, and complete, free and compulsory primary education of good quality.
Goal 3: Ensuring that the learning needs of all young people and adults are
met through equitable access to appropriate learning and life-skills
programmes.
Goal 4: Achieving a 50 per cent improvement in levels of adult literacy by
2015, especially for women, and equitable access to basic and continuing
education for all adults.
Goal 5: Eliminating gender disparities in primary and secondary education
by 2005, and achieving gender equality in education by 2015, with a focus
on ensuring girls’ full and equal access to and achievement in basic
education of good quality.
Goal 6: Improving all aspects of the quality of education and ensuring
excellence of all so that recognized and measurable learning outcomes are
achieved by all, especially in literacy, numeracy and essential life skills.

United Nations, “Goal 2: Achieve Universal Primary Education,” undated,
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/education.shtml (accessed May 11, 2016).
265
UNESCO, “Education: Education for All Goals,” undated,
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/education/themes/leading-the-internationalagenda/education-for-all/efa-goals (accessed May 11, 2016).
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2015-2030
Sustainable Development Goal 4266
By 2030, ensure that all girls and boys complete free, equitable and quality
primary and secondary education leading to relevant and effective learning
outcomes.
By 2030, ensure that all girls and boys have access to quality early
childhood development, care and preprimary education so that they are
ready for primary education.
By 2030, ensure equal access for all women and men to affordable and
quality technical, vocational and tertiary education, including university.
By 2030, substantially increase the number of youth and adults who have
relevant skills, including technical and vocational skills, for employment,
decent jobs and entrepreneurship.
By 2030, eliminate gender disparities in education and ensure equal access
to all levels of education and vocational training for the vulnerable,
including persons with disabilities, indigenous peoples and children in
vulnerable situations.
By 2030, ensure that all youth and a substantial proportion of adults, both
men and women, achieve literacy and numeracy.
By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed to
promote sustainable development.
Build and upgrade education facilities that are child, disability and gender
sensitive and provide safe, nonviolent, inclusive and effective learning
environments for all.
By 2020, substantially expand globally the number of scholarships available
to developing countries.
By 2030, substantially increase the supply of qualified teachers.

United Nations, “Goal 4: Ensure inclusive and quality education for all and promote
lifelong learning,” undated, http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/education/
(accessed May 11, 2016).
266
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Education 2030, Incheon Framework of Action267
Ensure the provision of 12 years of free, publicly funded, equitable quality
primary and secondary education, of which at least nine years are
compulsory, leading to relevant learning outcomes.
We also encourage the provision of at least one year of free and compulsory
quality pre-primary education and that all children have access to quality
early childhood development, care and education.
We also commit to providing meaningful education and training
opportunities for the large population of out-of-school children and
adolescents, who require immediate, targeted and sustained action ensuring
that all children are in school and are learning.

UNESCO, “Incheon Declaration: Education 2030: Towards inclusive and equitable
quality education and lifelong learning for all,” undated, http://en.unesco.org/worldeducation-forum-2015/incheon-declaration (accessed May 11, 2016).
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